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Executive Summary
This telephone interview study of 600 Ada County voters, conducted in May, 2018, sought public
opinion about a possible increase in ACHD vehicle registration fees (VRF), and other funding and
revenue-use issues. The margin of error was ± 4%. Another 1,629 eligible respondents completed
an online survey. Those findings were similar to the phone study, and are outlined in Appendix C.

Findings
•

40% of respondents lived in East Ada, 60% in the West Ada County; 51% were women, 49%
men; 68% voted in all of the last three elections (non-voters were excluded from the interview).

•
•

59% rated ACHD’s job performance positively, 19% negatively: significantly better than in 2006.

•
•

53% would support a $70 VRF if they believed the new revenue would be spent on their priority.

•
•

78% would support allowing the new rate to stay in effect until voters approved a change.

49% would vote to raise ACHD’s vehicle registration fee to a $70 maximum for new vehicles –
this in answer to an initial question that did not detail the need or the use of the added funds.
The most popular spending priorities were congestion reduction, major road improvements,
public transit, and neighborhood projects, in that order. In a very strong East-West split, West
Ada County voters supported congestion reduction and road improvements more, and the other
two options far less than East Ada voters did. Public transit supporters were unusual: They agreed
to the highest initial VRF and to the biggest increase in fee, if it were invested in public transit.
56% preferred a bond levy, 54% a local option sales tax as ways for ACHD to raise more funds.
The stronger the support for a VRF increase, the stronger the support for either of those options.

Recommendations
Ballot m easures. Seek a $70-maximum vehicle registration fee in November, to remain in effect
until a vote to change it. Consider seeking a bond levy or local option sales tax in a later election.
Com m unicate need and spending goals before the vehicle registration fee vote. For all
voters, highlight ACHD’s effective and proactive work to address the county’s growing population
and traffic demands. Explain that added fees will be invested in congestion-decreasing
technologies, major road improvements, public transit, and neighborhood projects. Target West Ada
voters with messages about reducing congestion and improving roads; East Ada residents and
younger people with messages about public transit and neighborhood improvements. Make
explanations appearing on ACHD’s web site especially succinct and cogent, because its visitors are
especially critical.
Additional funding m easures. To develop a later funding measure: (1) Analyze the outcome of
the upcoming VRF vote for guidance about the viability of a later revenue-raising effort. Use it to
help identify and direct communications to supportive voters. (2) Consider a targeted public opinion
assessment about the intended measure, to help guide the formation of the question and strategy.
July 30, 2018, 09:11
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Ada County Residents' Views about ACHD
Funding and Expenditure Options
In 2008, voters approved ACHD’s ballot measure to raise annual vehicle registration fees from $20 to
$40 for new cars, and less for older vehicles. That fee structure remains in effect today, and a simple
majority of Ada County voters must approve any increase.
ACHD’s vehicle registration fee (VRF) revenue represents about 10% of its annual capital (roadbuilding) budget. Despite recent revenue increases, ACHD’s projected needs are outpacing its
income. In 2017 it initiated a property tax rate hike at the allowed 3% maximum – the first increase in
eight years because of the down economy. Still, revenue is not keeping up with the county’s record
growth and the agency’s needs. ACHD has a projected annual funding shortfall of $20 million for
completing the county’s needed road and congestion-mitigation projects. Another $450M backlog
in neighborhood improvements will require nearly 50 years to complete, given the current $10M
annual allocation.1
In this study, ACHD sought citizen input about a potential increase in vehicle registration fees in
order to inform decisions about a possible ballot measure for the Fall, 2018 general election. This
study aimed to identify an acceptable amount of VRF increase, along with citizens’ spending
priorities for ACHD funds, and their preferences about other ways for ACHD to generate revenue.
In particular, the study assessed public opinion about:
1. The acceptable dollar amount of a new vehicle registration fee.
2. Level of support for an indefinite, or a 20-year VRF term.
3. Preferences for the use of vehicle registration fees, e.g., congestion reduction, new roads, etc.
4. Preferences for other sources of funding for ACHD, e.g., bond levy, local option sales tax, etc.

Estimates are based on cities’ comprehensive growth plans and ACHD’s projected funding from current
sources.

1

2

List-assisted RDD is generated by selecting randomly-generated phone numbers in exchanges and blocks
Page 4
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Method
The current study involved telephone interviews with 600 Ada County voters, randomly telephoned
from May 2 – May 20, 2018. The margin of error was ± 4%. Another 1,777 respondents completed a
parallel, online survey, posted on ACHD’s web site from May 10-25, and available to anyone. Of
those, 1,629 were valid surveys: 35 were disqualified for not being Ada County residents; 107 for not
having voted in any of the prior three elections; and 6 for both reasons. The online findings were
generally comparable to the phone study, with a few exceptions, which are noted in the text.
Together, the phone and online data revealed essentially the same story about citizens’ preferences
as did the sample of phone respondents to be detailed in this report. Tables containing the basic
results from the online data appear in Appendix C.
Interview
Strategic Intelligence collaborated with ACHD to develop a 10-minute phone interview designed to
understand voters’ opinions about an ACHD vehicle registration fee increase they would support;
how ACHD should spend vehicle registration fees; and by what other means ACHD should seek
additional revenue. See Appendix A for a copy of the telephone interview.
The online survey was the same as the phone survey with four exceptions. (1) It included minor
wording and presentational changes to accommodate the medium. (2) It did not screen out
disqualified respondents. Instead, all who wanted to participate could complete the survey. Surveys
from those who did not qualify – because of age, infrequent recent voting, or county of residence –
were eliminated before analysis. (3) This allowed us to move the demographic questions to the end,
thus promoting early engagement and survey completion. (4) Respondents could provide lengthy
open-ended comments, which was not possible in the more time-constrained phone interview.
Sample
We used a commercially generated, list-assisted random sample (RDD) of telephone numbers2 in
Ada County zip code areas. Because of Idaho’s high proportion of cell-only households, 55% of the
numbers were associated with cell phones, 45% with landline. The final distribution of cell-phone
versus landline respondents was 56% / 44% (335 v. 265).
Interviewing Protocol
Telephone interviews were conducted by 64 professional interviewers during the hours of 5:00 p.m.
to 9:00 p.m. MDT, from Wednesday, May 2 through Sunday, May 20. A total of 95,937 calls were

List-assisted RDD is generated by selecting randomly-generated phone numbers in exchanges and blocks
approximately proportionate to the exchanges’ and blocks’ representation within (listed) household telephone
directories, and by supplementing with listed numbers. Dialing was conducted randomly on all sample records,
calling each unanswered number at least 4 times before establishing a final disposition of “no answer.” This
approach maintains RDD’s broad inclusion of non-listed or new numbers, while maximizing the list’s
productivity and cost-efficiency.

2
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made to 37,990 telephone numbers in order to complete the 600 interviews (see Appendix B for the
calling outcomes).3 Interviewing was regulated by a computer-aided telephone interviewing (CATI)
system that presented each question sequentially on a computer screen, and automatically stored
answers typed by the telephone interviewer. All interviewers were briefed and closely monitored for
quality during their first several interviews. A full 14% of all 600 interviews were monitored by a
supervisor throughout the 19 days of data collection, to maintain continual quality improvement.

Human interviewers for this study made nearly 5.6 times more calls to 2.7 times more telephone numbers to
achieve the same number of interviews as in the similar 2006 study. These calls followed initial auto-dialing that
eliminated disconnected numbers.

3
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Respondent Attributes
Respondents reported the zip code of their residence. The 15 who declined to report a zip said
which region they lived in. Table 1 shows that they came from of all Ada County residential zips.
Respondents’ region of residence was based on their zip, with 60% residing in West Ada County; and
40% in the East.4
Table 1:

Respondent Distribution within Zips, Cities, Region

Phone Survey
Zip

City

Count

Region

83616

Eagle

6%

83634

Kuna

4%

23

West

83642

Meridian

8%

49

West

83646

Meridian

9%

53

West

83669

Star

2%

12

West

83704

Boise

9%

54

West

83709

Boise

13%

79

West

83713

Boise

9%

53

West

1%

4

West

No Zip - WEST

34

West

83701

Boise

0%

1

East

83702

Boise

6%

37

East

83703

Boise

6%

33

East

83705

Boise

8%

50

East

83706

Boise

8%

45

East

83712

Boise

4%

21

East

83714

Garden City

7%

41

East

2%

11

East

100%

600

No Zip - EAST
TOTAL

% of 600

WEST, 361,
60%

EAST, 239,
40%

Zip Code Boundaries
Boise, Idaho

Also In West
Star 83669
Also in West
83642 Meridian
83161 EagleStar 83669
Meridian 83642
83634 Kuna
Eagle 83616
Kuna 83634

West

East

Gender. The gender mix of respondents – 51% women, 49% men – was very close to the county’s
population.
Age. Half (53%) of phone respondents were ages 45-64, compared to about one-third (31%) who
were younger. Online respondents were younger, with 9% more in the younger group, and 9%
fewer in the middle group. Their younger age distribution better reflected the county’s population

This distribution closely resembles the 2015 U.S. Census estimates, and the distributions in ACHD’s related
2004 and 2006 surveys.

4
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than the phone did. Yet, both skewed somewhat older than the population, partly because young
people are less likely to vote, and recent voting history was a qualification to participate.
Table 2:

Age Distribution of Respondents

Age

The phone / online difference in ages
reflects changing patterns in phone pick-up
and communication among across
generations.

Phone Online

18 to 44 years

31%

40%

45 to 64 years

53%

42%

65+ years

17%

18%

Voting history. The interview selected only respondents who said they had voted in at least one of
the last three elections. Approximately 22%5 of the people who began the interview disqualified
because they reported not voting in any of those recent elections. Two-thirds (68%) of interview
participants said they had voted in all three elections.6 Consistent with known voting trends, everytime voting increased with age from 23% of the youngest respondents to 91% of the oldest group.7
Figure 1:

Respondent Recent Voting History

Times Voting in Last Three Elections
(N=600 )
68%

All Three
Two

21%
11%

One
0%

20%

40%

60%

80% 100%

Both age and survey medium related strongly to
reported voting frequency. The older the
respondents, the more likely they were to be
frequent voters. Also, online respondents were
more likely than phone respondents to report
being frequent voters (80% vs. 68%).

These were 174 of the 801 who began the phone interview (see Appendix B for call outcome details).
This 22% non-voter proportion rises to 27% if the 54 who refused to answer are added to the non-voters.
These proportions, combined with the margin of error, indicate that 46%-52% of Ada County residents
answering this question vote in every election. Ada County voter turnout in the last three statewide elections
ranged from just 16%, in the May, 2016 primary; to 88% in the November, 2016 general; to 34% in the May,
2018 primary. The apparent over-representation of consistent voters among potential respondents could result
from (1) a selection bias where voters are more likely than non-voters to agree to participate in a phone survey;
(2) a recall bias, where respondents remember elections in which they voted more than those in which they
didn’t vote; (3) a reporting bias, where respondents over-report their voting activity because they believe
voting is positively regarded, or will qualify them to complete the survey; or a combination of these. The fact
that this May’s primary turnout was double that of the prior primary predicts a high turnout in the November,
2018 election.
7
AGE: Statistical reliability p <.001.
5
6
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Findings & Interpretation
Most findings are presented roughly in the order that the questions appeared in the telephone
interview (Appendix A).8 Within a section, overall findings appear first, followed by reports of
notable differences among demographic groups, such as East versus West Ada County residents, or
other divisions that may inform decisions.

59% Positive Job Performance Rating for ACHD
Six in ten respondents (59%) said ACHD is doing a “good” to “excellent” job, compared to just one
in five (19%)9 who rated the job as “bad” to “awful” (Figure 2). These ratings are 10 percentage
points more positive than those of 2006 (49% positive, 27% negative). Similarly, this year’s average10
job-evaluation across all respondents of 4.5 is significantly higher than the 2006 average of 4.1.
Figure 2:

Respondents’ Evaluation of the Job ACHD is Doing

ACHD Job Evalua8on (N=600 )
75%
59%
Positive
Mean 4.5
Scale: 1=Awful...7=Excellent

4%
50%

15%

This 59% positive job
evaluation is 10 percentage
points higher than the 2006
rating.

19%
Negative

25%

40%
Good
21%

6%
4%
10% Bad

1%

19%
Awful,
Very Bad,
or Bad

na/
refuse

0%

59%
Neither
Excellent,
Very Good,
or Good

One exception: Job performance ratings are reported first, but ratings were made last in order to prevent
respondents from feeling manipulated into later, consistent responding.
9
This percentage and those in the figure are correct. Apparent contradictions occur because of rounding.
10
Average is the mean or arithmetic average: The sum of all ratings divided by the total number of ratings.
8
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Factors Related to ACHD Job Evaluation
People differed in their ratings of ACHD’s job performance based on gender, their residential zip,
whether they responded by phone or online, and age.

•
•

64% of women evaluated ACHD positively, compared to 54% of men.11

•

Just 41% of online respondents compared to 59% of phone respondents evaluated ACHD
positively; 33% online v. 19% phone evaluated negatively, and the online average of 4.0 (“neither
good nor bad”), was significantly lower than the phone respondents’ 4.5, (between “neither” and
“good”).13 Among online respondents, the more frequently they voted, the lower the job
performance rating: 47% positive among 1-time voters vs. 39% among every-time voters. A
similar, non-significant trend occurred for phone respondents. Also among online respondents,
the very youngest group, ages 18-24, gave more positive evaluations (64% positive), compared
to those ages 35-54 with the fewest (33% positive). A similar, non-significant pattern occurred for
phone respondents.

Just 41% of people living in the Eagle zip 83616 rated ACHD positively, compared to 60%
of residents in other zips. But contrary to earlier studies’ findings of higher ACHD ratings among
East than West Ada respondents,12 this year’s Eagle-vs.-others difference did not extend to a
broader East-West difference.

Respondents Were Highly Engaged in Giving Feedback to ACHD
Two signs of citizen engagement were the many online respondents, and the high proportion of all
respondents who agreed to participate in future surveys. During the two-week period when the
online survey was available on ACHD’s web site, more than 1,700 respondents completed it. The
flow of new respondents did not wane throughout the period.
Many phone and online respondents volunteered to participate in later ACHD opinion research.
Nearly two-thirds of phone respondents (64%) said they would be interested in participating in
future, online surveys about ACHD issues, and 59% provided an email address that would allow
ACHD to send them a survey. A higher proportion of online respondents (74%) also agreed to
participate in future studies, and 60% provided an email address.
This engagement, along with other findings, suggests that people will be attentive to
communications from ACHD about funding and spending issues.

Statistical reliability: p=.06
In 2004, the East-West split was 63% v. 61% positive – not a significant difference. In 2006, it was a
significant 54% v. 45% difference (p<.01).
13
Statistical reliability: p<.001
11
12
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Nearly Half Support at Least a $70-maximum VRF, Before Learning Details
Nearly half (49%) said they would support a $30 or greater increase in vehicle registration fees,
amounting to a $70 maximum for new cars, and less for older vehicles. Nearly three-quarters (72%)
supported a $50 maximum; but one-quarter opposed all increases (Figure 3). Respondents
answered this question without learning any details justifying the need for additional funds, or
explaining how those funds would be spent.
References to $70 m axim um support. Throughout the report, unless otherwise specified,
respondents supporting a “$70 VRF” or “$70 maximum” are all respondents who support at least
$70 as the maximum VRF for new vehicles, with lower fees for older vehicles. The same convention
applies to “$60 VRF” and “$50 VRF.” For example, the two respondents who favored more than $70
in answer to this initial question are included with the 292 who favored exactly the $70 maximum in
the graphs and analyses. Likewise, the $60-maximum percentages include all 294 favoring $70 or
more, plus the 79 who opposed the $70, but supported the $60 maximum VRF.
Figure 3:

Initial Support for Each M axim um VRF Am ount

Propor,on Suppor,ng Each Maximum VRF Amount (N=600 )
At Least $70 Max

49%

At Least $60 Max

62%

At Least $50 Max

72%

OPPOSE All Increases

26%

DK or
Would Not Vote

2%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Without knowing
details about the
need or likely uses
of the increased
VRFs, nearly half
(49%) said they
would support a
$70-maximum
VRF.

100%

Explanations of opposition to a $70 VRF. Online respondents who opposed the $70
maximum were asked to comment about why (Appendix D). One theme among many was that fees
are already high enough, and that additional funds should come from developer impact fees. This
and other themes may provide useful topics to address publically in advance of a vote.
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If the New VRF Is Spent “Correctly,” More than Half Support $70 Maximum
If respondents believed the new VRF would be spent on one of their top two priorities, most
supported a $10 higher VRF than they had initially agreed to. The result: support for at least a $7014
fee rose to 53%. One-third (35%) supported an $80 VRF, and the proportion opposing any VRF
increase dropped by one-third to 16% (Figure 4).
Figure 4:

Support for VRF Am ount, If It’s Spent on a Top Priority

Propor/on Condi&onally Suppor/ng Each Maximum VRF Amount
(N=600)
At Least $80 Max

35%

At Least $70 Max

49%

At Least $60 Max

53%

62%

At Least $50 Max

66%

72%

82%

Base Support
Added CondiFonal Support
Total Base + CondiFonal Support

OPPOSE All Increases
DK or
0%

20%

40%

60%

16%
2%
80%

If respondents
believed the new
VRF would be
spent on one of
their top two
priorities, more
than half
supported a
$70-maximum
vehicle
registration fee.

100%

Factors Related to the Maximum Acceptable Vehicle Registration Fee
Factors most strongly affecting respondents’ highest acceptable VRF were their rating of ACHD’s job
performance, their East-v.-West region, and their choices of how to spend the added revenue.

•

Initial level of support for an increased VRF. Respondents who agreed to a $70maximum fee on the initial question were most likely to agree to an increase of $10 (to $80) if the
new fees were spent on their priority, and those agreeing to an initial $60 were least likely: 73%
v. 32%.15

Throughout the report, respondents supporting a “$70 VRF” or “$70 maximum” are those who support at
least $70 as the maximum VRF for new vehicles, with lower fees for older vehicles. The same convention
applies to “$60 VRF” and “$50 VRF.”
15
Statistical reliability: Initial VRF Level p<.001 (73% agreed to an increase among the $70-initial supporters,
32% agreed to increase among $60-initials, 42% increased among $50-initials, and 43% increased among
“oppose all”-initials); ACHD job rating, p<.001.
14
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•

ACHD job perform ance rating. The higher respondents rated ACHD’s job performance, the
higher the maximum VRF they supported: 64% of those rating ACHD positively supported a $70
maximum,16 compared to just 29% giving a negative rating.

•

East-W est difference. A higher proportion of East than West Ada County residents (60% v.
48%) supported $70 VRF if one of their priorities were targeted.17

•

Additional revenue sources. When people supported one kind of revenue-raising
mechanism, such as increased VRF, they usually supported others. Among those who supported
a $70 VRF, 61% preferred a bond levy compared to just 50% of those who opposed the $70 VRF.
A similar split occurred for the local option sales tax (58% v. 50%). See also Bond Levy and Local
Option Sales Tax, p.18, and Table 15, p. 40.

•

W ays to use vehicle registration fees. When respondents believed ACHD would spend
the additional VRF revenue on one of their top spending priorities, the support for a $70 VRF
rose by four percentage points to 53% (details in the next section).

Popular Uses of VRF: Congestion Reduction, Road Improvements, Public Transit
More than half (55%) of all phone respondents chose congestion reduction as their first or second
priority for spending vehicle registration fees, followed closely by major road improvements (50%).
About one-third supported each of the next two – public transit and neighborhood projects. The two
highest ranking priorities were the same this year as in 2006.
Table 3:

Spending Priorities for VRFs in 2018 v. 2006

2018 Current VRF Study

2006 VRF Renewal Study

Reduce Congestion

55%

Reduce Congestion

70%

Major Road Improvements

50%

Special Road Improvements

42%

Public Transit

32%

Purchase of Right-of-Way

24%

Neighborhood Projects

30%

New Road Construction

24%

New Road Construction

25%

Bridges Over Waterways

22%

None of These

2%

None of These

7%

Percentages are of the 600 phone respondents per study who chose the
option as their first or second priority for spending the additional vehicle
registration fee. They sum to more than 100% per column, because
respondents could give two answers.

The highest-ranking priorities were
the same this year as in 2006. By
contrast, public transit and
neighborhood projects were
significantly more popular this year
than right-of-ways and bridges
were in 2006.

Throughout the report, respondents supporting a “$70 VRF” or “$70 maximum” are those who support at
least $70 as the maximum VRF for new vehicles, with lower fees for older vehicles.
17
Statistical reliability: East-v-West, p<.001; Additional revenue sources, ps=.001-.10; Ways to spend VRF,
p<.001.
16
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Strong East-West Differences in Spending Priorities
In a highly significant East-West split, West Ada County voters chose Group 1 spending options
(reduce congestion, improve major roads) more often, and Group 2 items (public transit,
neighborhood projects) far less often than East Ada voters did (Figure 5). By contrast, East Ada
respondents chose the top three priorities in essentially equal proportions (47%-48%), and favored
neighborhood projects somewhat less (38%).
Figure 5:

W est- versus East-Ada Residents Value Different Spending Priorities

Percentage Naming the Op0on as 1st or 2nd Choice (N=600 )
75%

60%

Group 1

48%

50%

52%

Group 2

47%

47%
33%
23%

25%

West
(n=361)
East
(n=239)

38%
24%

14%

3% 1%
0%

Reduce
Major Road
New Road
Conges6on Improvements Construc6on

Public
Transit

Neighborhood
Projects

None of
These

In a highly
significant split,
West Ada voters
chose Group 1
spending
options more
often, and
Group 2 items
far less often
than East Ada
voters did.

How Much Boost toward $70 VRF Does Each Spending Priority Deliver?
Overall, when respondents believed ACHD would spend the additional VRF revenue on one of their
top spending priorities, their support for a $70 VRF rose by four percentage points to 53%.18 Alone,
each of the top four priorities would boost overall support for the $70 VRF above the 50% threshold.
Table 4:

Am ount that Each Spending Priority Boosts Support of a $70 VRF

Spending Priorities Addressed
Original Support - No Priorities Addressed
Major Road Improvements
Reduce Congestion
Public Transit
Neighborhood Projects
New Road Construction

Percent Supporting
a $70 VRF
49.0%
51.3%
51.0%
50.8%
50.7%
49.3%

Only new road construction
as a spending priority failed
to boost support of the $70
VRF past the 50% threshold.

Statistical reliability: Change in VRF if it’s spent on my priority, p<.001; Public transit as priority and support
of $70 maximum, p<.01; New roads as spending priority and support of $70 maximum, p<.05.

18
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The $70 VRF achieved maximum support when voters supporting at least three of the top four
priorities believed the new fees would be spent on one of their choices.
Figure 6:

Support for a $70 VRF If Fees are Spent on One or M ore Priorities

Propor%on Suppor%ng a $70 Maximum VRF if Spending Priori%es Are Addressed (N=600 )
Original Support for $70

49.0%

One Priority:
Major Road Improvements

51.3%

Two Priori4es:
Major Road Improvements + Public
Transit
Three Priori4es:
Major Road Improvements + Reduce
Conges4on + Public Transit
Four Priori4es:
Any combina4on that includes Major
Road Improvements

52.5%

53.0%

53.2%

All Five Priori4es

The full
support
boost is
gained by
addressing at
least three of
the four most
popular
spending
priorities.

53.2%
30.0%

35.0%

40.0%

45.0%

50.0%

Public transit supporters stand out. Supporters of public transit
averaged a higher initial VRF maximum than all other groups supporting
other spending priorities ($60 v. $59 for others combined), and a higher
final VRF ($67 v. $64).19 As a group transit supporters were more
responsive than others to the knowledge that their priority would receive
investments: 68% of them were willing to increase their initial amount by
$10, compared to just 51% supporting other priorities. Transit
supporters’ contribution to the total increase in support of $70 VRF from
49% to 53%, was less than other groups because so many of them
started at $70 (and increased to $80), and their numbers are fewer than
the congestion and road improvement groups.

55.0%

Supporters of public transit
are the most responsive to
investment in their priority:
63% of them increased their
VRF dollar amount if public
transit were a beneficiary,
versus just 50% of people
not choosing transit. And
their final average VRF was
higher than all other
groups.

New road supporters lag. The opposite pattern occurred for new roads: Those who chose new
roads as a priority were less likely than those who did not to support a $70 VRF if spending were on
one of their priorities (48% v. 55%). Two reasons help explain this reversal. People who chose road

The means discussed here are the true arithmetic average amounts that people said they would support as a
new maximum VRF, and are the exception to the categorical rule applied to the four survey levels $50, $60,
$70, and $80 VRF.
Statistical reliability: Priority differences in VRF, ps<.01.

19
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building were less satisfied with ACHD than those who did not, and they were least likely to choose
public transit or neighborhood projects as their other priority.
Online findings differed som ewhat. No reversals occurred among the online respondents.
People choosing any of the spending priorities were significantly more likely to support an increase
in VRF than those who did not choose the priority, though new road construction remained the
weakest motivator. Also, more of those responding online than by phone were opposed to any
increase in VRF, and expressed that opposition, in part by refusing to choose a way to spend an
increase.
Other Factors Related to Spending Priorities
Voting frequency, age, gender, and ACHD job evaluation related to respondents’ stated spending
priorities.

•

Voting frequency. Frequent voters were more likely to choose congestion reduction than
infrequent voters. By contrast, infrequent voters were more likely to choose new road
construction or major road improvements. Patterns were similar among online respondents.

•

Age. People ages 18-34 were more likely than older voters to choose public transit, and
somewhat more likely to choose neighborhood projects. Those 45-64 were more likely than
others to choose congestion reduction. The oldest respondents (65+) were most likely to select
“no spending options.” Patterns were similar and generally stronger for the online respondents.

•

Gender. Women were more likely than men to choose public transit, and less likely to choose
new roads as a spending priority. Patterns were similar and stronger for online respondents.

•

ACHD Job evaluation – online respondents only. Among online respondents, but not
phone respondents, the more positive their rating of ACHD’s job performance, the more likely
they were to choose congestion reduction or major road improvements as spending priorities,
and the less likely they were to choose “no spending options.”
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The Vast Majority Would Support the VRF Change to Last Until a New Vote
Nearly eight in ten (78%) respondents would support allowing a new vehicle registration fee they
approved to continue until a new public vote on it. Another 7% would agree to a 20-year term, if
they didn’t agree to an indefinite time period. These findings compare favorably to the 64% in 2006
who agreed to a 20-year term.20
Figure 7:

Support for Indefinite or 20-year Term of New VRF

Would You Support Allowing a New VRF to Con=nue... (N=600 )
UnDl a Vote to
Change It

78%

20 Years or More

A full 78% would
support allowing a new
vehicle registration fee
they agreed with to
continue until a new
public vote to change it.

7% 85%

Oppose Both

11%

Would Not Vote,
Don't Know

4%

Would Not
Support Renewal

1%
0%

25%

50%

75%

100%

Although numerous factors, such as East v. West; voting frequency, ACHD job approval, and age
related to the likelihood of supporting the indefinite continuation of an acceptable VRF, no sizeable
subgroups fell below a 55% approval.
Importantly, the support of an indefinite term was positively
correlated with respondents’ highest acceptable VRF: 90% of
those agreeing to a $70 VRF supported the indefinite term,
compared to 70% of those who supported just $50 VRF.21 In
other words, the indefinite term would not be a barrier to passing
the $70-maximum VRF ballot measure.

The indefinite term would
not be a barrier to passing
the $70 VRF.

The 2006 study asked only about a 20-year duration, and not about an indefinite term, until a new vote.
When describing survey findings, people supporting a “$70 VRF” or “$70 maximum” are those who support
at least $70 as the maximum VRF for new vehicles, with lower fees for older vehicles. The same convention
applies to “$60 VRF” and “$50 VRF.”

20
21
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Bond Levy and Local Option Sales Tax: Most Popular Additional Revenue Options
More than half (56%) of voters preferred a bond levy as their first or second choice for how ACHD
should raise additional funds, beyond vehicle registration fees. In a close second was a local option
sales tax at 54%, followed by special improvement districts (44%). The top options will require a
public vote, and the local option sales tax first requires a change in state law, before the public vote
can be held. Notably, respondents’ very weak (16%) preference for property tax suggested that their
acceptance of a bond levy or an improvement district might be lower at the time of a vote, when the
reliance on property tax for payment would become more salient. Clearly, their top priorities
communicated that they want to review, and possibly refuse, additional revenue-generating efforts.
Figure 8:

Top Choices for How ACHD Should Raise Revenue, In Addition to VRF

Two Top Choices for How ACHD Should Raise Addi7onal Funds (N=600 )
56%

Bond Levy

54%

Local OpHon Sales Tax

44%

Improvement District

16%

Property Tax

8%

None of These

Percentages sum to more than 100 because
respondents could give two answers.

2%

DK/NA/Refuse
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

A bond levy and a
local option sales
tax, both requiring
a public vote, were
the most popular
additional
revenue-raising
methods.

60%

Additional funding source preferences this year resembled those of 2006, when Ada County
respondents chose the same top two methods (Table 5). In that study, 28% chose “none of these”
compared to just 8% this year. Improvement district and property tax options were not presented in
2006.
Table 5:

Additional Revenue-generating M ethods in 2018 v. 2006

2018 Current VRF Study

2006 VRF Renewal Study

Bond Levy

56%

Bond Levy

57%

Local Option Sales Tax

54%

Local Option Sales Tax

40%

Improvement District

44%

Gasoline Tax

34%

Property Tax

16%

None of These

28%

None of These

8%

Tolls

26%

DK/NA/Refuse

2%

DK/NA/Refuse

2%

Percentages are of the 600 phone respondents per study who chose the
option as their first or second choice - columns sum to more than 100%.
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Other Factors Related to Choice of Alternative Revenue Source
Several factors related to voters’ top choices for raising additional revenue for ACHD.

•

Support of higher VRF. The higher a person’s VRF tolerance, the more likely she or he was
to prefer a bond levy or a local option sales tax. For example, among supporters of a $70 VRF,
61% preferred a bond levy compared to just 50% of opponents. A similar split occurred for the
local option sales tax (58% v. 50%).22 See also Table 15, p. 40.

•

ACHD job evaluation. Among both phone and online respondents, the higher voters rated
ACHD’s job performance, the more likely they were to support the local option sales tax,
improvement district, or property tax as additional funding methods.

•

Age. Among both phone and online respondents, younger age groups were more supportive
than older groups of three options - local option sales tax, improvement district, and property
tax. Middle-age and older respondents were more likely than younger ones to support “none of
the options” presented.

•

Voting frequency. The every-time voters were less likely to prefer local option sales tax, and
more likely to say “none of the options” than the less frequent voters. These differences occurred
among both phone and online respondents.

22

Statistical reliability VRF Amount: p <.01. Job Evaluation, Age, Voting frequency: ps<.05.
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Summary and Recommendations
Most respondents believed ACHD is doing a good job, and would vote for a $70 VRF if they
believed the money would be spent on their priority. They would support allowing the new fee to
continue indefinitely, until voters changed it. They preferred a bond levy for additional funding,
though voters’ ultimate support for such a measure is uncertain. Support of a specific levy will
depend on the exact amount and the project in question, and the degree to which voters come to
support the property tax implications of the levy. Specific findings:

•

Six in ten (59%) respondents evaluated ACHD’s job performance positively, compared to 19%
who rated it negatively. These were significantly more positive ratings than in 2006, and bode
well for ballot ACHD’s measures.

•

Nearly half (49%) said they would vote to raise ACHD’s vehicle registration fee to a $70 maximum
for new vehicles (from the current $40 maximum); 62% would support a $60 maximum23 – this in
answer to an initial question that did not detail the need or explain the use of the new funds.

•

More than half (53%) would support a $70-maximum VRF if they believed the added revenue
would be spent on their priority; 35% would support an $80 maximum.

•

The most popular spending priorities were congestion reduction, major road improvements,
public transit, and neighborhood projects, in that order. In a very strong East-West split, West
Ada County voters supported congestion reduction and road improvements more, and the other
two options far less than East Ada voters did. Though fewer supported public transit than two
other priorities, those who did favor transit agreed to the highest initial VRF and were the most
likely to raise that initial amount, if the new fee would be invested in public transit.

•
•

Eight in ten (78%) supported allowing the new rate to stay in effect until voters change it.
More than half (56%) preferred a bond levy or a local option sales tax (54%) as their first or
second choice for how ACHD should raise additional funds, besides vehicle registration fees.
With this preference, respondents communicated their wish to control the amount and timing of
an additional fundraising effort. And perhaps they were not focusing on the fact that their least
popular method, property tax, with just 16% support, would fund a bond levy and a special
improvement district, which received 44% support.

Recommendation – Seek $70-maximum VRF
Both the phone and online surveys support the decision to advance a ballot measure in an upcoming
election, requesting a $70-maximum vehicle registration fee, and stipulating that the new fee may
remain in effect until voters change it. A successful election outcome for this new VRF level will
require effective public communication to explain the need and use of the increased fees.

When describing survey findings, people supporting a “$70 VRF” or “$70 maximum” are those who support
at least $70 as the maximum VRF for new vehicles, with lower fees for older vehicles.

23
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Communicate Revenue Needs and ACHD’s Spending Goals and Objectives
For all voters, highlight ACHD’s effective and important work in building and maintaining Ada
County’s road system, the agency’s proactive response to changing needs, and the increasing traffic
from population growth. Motivate voters with the reminder that the fees will help improve livability
with investments in neighborhood improvements, and will reduce congestion with funds for
congestion-decreasing technologies, major road improvements, and public transit.
Tailor and Target Communication about Vehicle Registration Fee Renewal
Target West Ada voters with messages that promote the fee increase as a way to reduce congestion
and improve roads. Target East Ada residents and younger people with communication that
highlights investment in public transit and neighborhood projects. Consider selecting respected
spokespersons recognized for their support of the key spending choices. For example, leaders from
West Ada might promote the benefit of increased VRF to mitigate congestion and improve roads.
East Ada leaders might highlight the agency’s commitment to investing in public transit and
neighborhood improvements.
Use both traditional and social media to reach a broad audience. Make explanations of the need and
use of the new fees appearing on ACHD’s web site especially succinct and cogent, because its
visitors are more critical than the broader public. Examine respondents’ open-ended answers
explaining their resistance to a $70 fee (Appendix D), and consider addressing some of their main
objections, e.g., developer impact fees instead of increased VRF.
Timing and Communication Strategy to Raise Additional Revenue
More than half of respondents said they preferred a bond levy or a local option sales tax as an
additional revenue mechanism compared to a special improvement district, or increased property
tax. But, this preference does not guarantee a favorable ballot outcome on either the bond levy or
sales tax. Respondents were not asked whether they would support such a ballot question, and a
super majority may be required. Currently, only the bond levy is available, because the local option
tax is not currently legal for transportation projects in Ada County.
If a bond levy is to be advanced, a robust communication campaign will need to address voters’
resistance to property tax increases, which will fund the levy. A two-part strategy is advised: (1)
Analyze the outcome of the upcoming VRF vote for guidance about the viability of a later revenueraising measure. Because support of VRF is positively linked to support of other funding mechanisms,
use the VRF vote outcome to help identify and target communications to the most supportive voters.
(2) Consider a targeted public opinion assessment about the intended, specific ballot measure, to
help guide formation of the ballot question and communication strategy.
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Appendix A: Questionnaire
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Vehicle Registration Fees and Other ACHD Funding Options
Screening for Qualified Respondent
[TEXT IN UPPER CASE, AND TEXT IN BRACKETS ARE NOT READ TO THE RESPONDENT, UNLESS INDICATED, AS “IF
NECESSARY…” DNR SIGNIFIES “DO NOT READ”]
INTRO-01
ASK ALL
Hello, my name is ***, calling from <***>, a national opinion research firm. This is not a sales call: We’re conducting a brief
survey on people’s views about the Ada County Highway District’s funding and spending priorities.
è
CONTINUE
IF RESPONDENT REQUESTS NAME OF SPONSOR, SAY: The client is the Ada County Highway District or
ACHD. They are seeking to learn taxpayers’ ideas about how and where to obtain their funding.
A CLIENT CONTACT IS AVAILABLE IF THE RESPONDENT REQUESTS: Craig Quintana, Chief Communications
Officer, 208-387-6107

INTRO-02
ASK ALL
Q01

In order to conduct a scientific survey, we need to talk with an adult woman or man in your household, age 18
or older, who lives in Ada County. Are you that person?
1.
NO, NOT AVAILABLE (DNR) è SET CALLBACK
2.
NO, GETTING THAT PERSON (DNR) è CONTINUE
3.
YES (DNR) è SKIP TO CELLLandline
4.
DK/NA/REFUSE (DNR) è THANK, TERMINATE

INTRO-03
ASK IF [NEW PERSON ON PHONE]
Q02
Hello, my name is ***, calling from <***>, a national opinion research firm. This is not a sales call: We’re
conducting a brief survey on people’s views about the Ada County Highway District’s funding and spending
priorities. In order to conduct a scientific survey, we need to talk with an adult woman or man in your
household, age 18 or older, who lives in Ada County. Are you that person?
1. NO, NOT AVAILABLE (DNR) à SET CALLBACK
2. NO, GETTING THAT PERSON (DNR) à REPEAT INTRO-03
3. YES (DNR) à CONTINUE
4. DK/NA/REFUSE (DNR)à TERMINATE
ASK ALL
CellLandline
Q03
Have I reached you on a landline or a cell phone?
01
LANDLINE
SKIP TO Q05
02
99

CELL PHONE
DK/NA/REFUSE

CONTINUE
TERMINATE – REFUSE CellLandline
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ASK IF [CellLandline = CELL]:
CellDanger
Q04
We want to insure your safety. Are you driving or doing anything else that could make talking on your cell
phone dangerous?
01
NO
CONTINUE
02
99

YES
DK/NA/REFUSE

SET CALLBACK
TERMINATE – REFUSE CellDanger

ASK ALL
AGE
Q05
We are looking for a wide range of ages. How old are you?
01
0-17
ASK FOR ADULT AGE 18+. IF NONE, TERMINATE AGE DQ.
02
03
04
05
06
07

18-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65-74

OBSERVE TARGET, CONTINUE
OBSERVE TARGET, CONTINUE
OBSERVE TARGET, CONTINUE
OBSERVE TARGET, CONTINUE
OBSERVE TARGET, CONTINUE
OBSERVE MAXIMUM QUOTA, CONTINUE

08

75 or older

OBSERVE MAXIMUM QUOTA, CONTINUE

99

DK/NA/REFUSE

TERMINATE – REFUSE Age

ASK ALL
VOTER QUALIFICATION
Q06
In order to know which questions to ask, I need to learn a little about you. Think back on the last three public
elections in your area. In how many of those last three elections did you vote? [DO NOT READ RESPONSE
OPTIONS]
1. ALL THREE (DNR) èCONTINUE
2. TWO (DNR) èCONTINUE
3. ONE (DNR) èCONTINUE
4. NONE (DNR) è THANK, TERMINATE
5. NA/REFUSE (DNR)è THANK, TERMINATE
ASK ALL: ZipCounty
Q07
We want a full representation of people from across the county. What is the zip code of your main residence in
Ada County? [DO NOT READ RESPONSE OPTIONS]
INTERVIEWER
IF ASKED: “We are trying to get a full representation of people across the county and the zip
INSTRUCTIONS
codes help us make sure we do that. We will not use it in any other way.”
ZIP
83616
83634
83642
83646
83669
83680
83701
83702
83703
83704
83705

CITY
EAGLE
KUNA
MERIDIAN
MERIDIAN
STAR
MERIDIAN
BOISE
BOISE
BOISE
BOISE
BOISE

CODE
PROBE
WEST
WEST
WEST
WEST
WEST
WEST
EAST
EAST
EAST
WEST
EAST
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If This Is the Final Code, THEN…
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
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ZIP
83706
83707
83708
83709
83711
83712
83713
83714
83725
97777
98888
99999

CITY
BOISE
BOISE
BOISE
BOISE
BOISE
BOISE
BOISE
GARDEN CITY & Hidden Springs
BOISE – (Boise State)
NO ADA CO. ZIP, or NO ADA CO.
RESIDENCE
OTHER
or DK BUT ADA COUNTY
RESIDENCE
NA/Refuse

CODE
PROBE
EAST
EAST
EAST
WEST
EAST
EAST
WEST
EAST
EAST

If This Is the Final Code, THEN…
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
SKIP TO GENDER – OBSERVE TARGET
TERMINATE DQ County
CONTINUE è EASTWEST
TERMINATE – REFUSE ZIP

ASK IF [ZIP = 98888 NO ZIP, BUT ADA COUNTY)
EASTWEST
Q08
Is your residence in East or West Ada County, in other words, do you live closer to St. Luke’s Hospital in
downtown Boise, or The Village at Meridian?
01 ST. LUKE’S DOWNTOWN (EAST)
TARGET RANGE 36%-40% OR DQ
02 THE VILLAGE AT MERIDIAN (WEST)
TARGET RANGE 60%-64 OR DQ
99 DK/NA/REFUSE
THANK, TERMINATE

ASK
Q09
01
02
96
97
99

ALL: Gender
It might sound silly, but I’m required to ask: are you a woman or a man?
Woman
NOT TO EXCEED OVERALL 55% - REQUEST MAN OR DQ
Man
NOT TO BE LESS THAN OVERALL 45%
DK/NA/REFUSE
INFER WOMAN FROM VOICE – OBSERVE TARGET
DK/NA/REFUSE
INFER MAN FROM VOICE – OBSERVE TARGET
DK/NA/REFUSE
CANNOT INFER FROM VOICE –TERMINATE GENDER

ASK ALL
SURVEYAWARE
Q10
Have you participated in this survey in the past two weeks? [DO NOT READ RESPONSE OPTIONS]
1. NO è SKIP TO INTRO-05
2. NO, heard of it, but haven’t participated è SKIP TO INTRO-05
3. Not sure è SKIP TO INTRO-05
4. YES, participated è CONTINUE
99. NA/REFUSE è SKIP TO INTRO-05
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ASK IF [SurveyAware = 3 “PARTICIPATED”]
PARTICIPATED
Q11
I want to see if we can make sure whether this is the same survey. Did you participate in the survey by phone,
online, paper and pencil, or in person?[PROMPT RESPONSE ONLY IF NECESSARY]
1. BY PHONE AFTER <DATE TBD> è (IF BEFORE <DATE TBD> SELECT 05 TO CONTINUE),
IF AFTER DATE, THANK AND TERMINATE
2. ONLINE AFTER <DATE TBD> è (IF BEFORE <DATE TBD> SELECT 05 TO CONTINUE), IF
AFTER DATE, THANK AND TERMINATE
3. PAPER-PENCIL è CONTINUE
4. IN PERSON è CONTINUE
5. NONE - NOT THE SAME SURVEY AFTER ALL è CONTINUE
99. NA/REFUSE è THANK TERMINATE
ASK IF [Participated = 3 “PAPER” OR 4 “IN PERSON” OR 5 “NOT THE SAME” OR 99]
INTRO-04
It appears that was a different survey from this one, so we look forward to learning your answers.
è RESPONDENT QUALIFIES
è CONTINUE
ACHD Service Level Descriptions
INTRO-05
ASK ALL
For this survey, we would like your input on how the Ada County Highway District – which we will refer to as ACHD – should
obtain its funding and which projects should get priority. First, a little background.
ACHD is responsible for all public roads, sidewalks, and bike lanes in Ada County except for State or Interstate Highways.
Citizens voted to raise ACHD’s portion of the annual registration fees in 2008 to the current sliding scale, which is based on
vehicle age. The fees go from a maximum of $40 for new cars to $24 for the oldest vehicles, those more than 7 years old.

ASK ALL
INTRO-06
Ada County is experiencing fast-paced growth, and ACHD may seek a registration fee increase to help meet growing
transportation needs.
ASK ALL
70$ MAX
Q12
Voters decide on the amount of the fee. If you were voting today on ACHD’s vehicle registration fees, would
you support or oppose an increase of ACHD’s portion to a maximum of $70 for new cars and $42 for the older
ones?
1.
Oppose è CONTINUE
2.
Support è SKIP TO NOSunset
99.
DON’T KNOW / NO ANSWER (DNR) è SKIP TO $60 MAX
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ASK IF [$70 MAX = OPPOSE]
WHY OPPOSE $70
Q13
Would you oppose that amount of increase because it is too much or too little, or for some other reason?
1.
Too Much è SKIP TO $60 MAX
2.
Too Little è CONTINUE
3.
OPPOSE ANY INCREASE (DNR) è SKIP TO NOSunset
4.
Other (Specify in Online Survey only) (DNR) è SKIP TO $60 MAX
99.
DK/NA/REFUSE (DNR) è SKIP TO $60 MAX
ASK IF [WHY OPPOSE $70 = TOO LITTLE]
$70 TOO LITTLE
Q14
You indicated that you would oppose a vehicle registration fee increase to a maximum of $70 for new cars and
$42 for the older vehicles, because it was too low. If vehicle registration fees are renewed, what fee would you
recommend for new vehicles?
<$xxx.xx per new vehicle> type answer > $70
99999. DK/NA
è SKIP TO NOSunset
ASK IF [WHY OPPOSE $70 = TOO MUCH, OR OTHER, OR DK/NA/REFUSE]
$60 MAX
Q15
If you were voting today on the renewal of ACHD vehicle registration fees, would you support or oppose an
increase to a maximum of $60 for new cars and $36 for the older ones?
1.
Oppose è CONTINUE
2.
Support è SKIP TO NOSunset
99.
WOULD NOT VOTE; DON’T KNOW HOW I’D VOTE (DNR)è CONTINUE
ASK IF [$60 MAX = OPPOSE]
$50 MAX
Q16
Would you support or oppose an increase to a maximum of $50 for new cars and $30 for the older ones?
1.
Oppose è CONTINUE
2.
Support è CONTINUE
99.
WOULD NOT VOTE; DON’T KNOW HOW I’D VOTE (DNR)è CONTINUE
è CONTINUE
ASK ALL
NOSUNSET
Q28
In 2008, citizens voted to allow the newly approved vehicle registration fee to last 20 years, through 2028. A
new vote can change that vehicle registration amount or duration. If you were voting today and approved of
the amount of increase, would you support or oppose allowing the fees to continue until citizens voted to
change or eliminate them?
1.
Oppose è CONTINUE …
2.
Support Allowing Fees to Continue Until Voters Change or Eliminate Them è SKIP TO
INTRO-07
98.
WOULD NOT SUPPORT ANY RENEWAL OF VEHICLE REGISTRATION FEES (DNR) è SKIP
TO INTRO-07
99.
WOULD NOT VOTE; DON’T KNOW HOW I’D VOTE (DNR) è SKIP TO INTRO-07
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ASK IF [NOSUNSET = OPPOSE]
20-YEAR PERIOD
Q29
If you were voting today on the renewal of ACHD vehicle registration fees, and you already agreed with the fee
amount, would you support or oppose allowing the new amount to remain in effect for 20 years?
1.
Oppose è CONTINUE …
2.
Support è CONTINUE …
98.
WOULD NOT SUPPORT ANY RENEWAL OF VEHICLE REGISTRATION FEES (DNR)
99.
WOULD NOT VOTE; DON’T KNOW HOW I’D VOTE (DNR)
è CONTINUE
ASK ALL
INTRO-07
Now for a few questions about the best use of ACHD revenue. ACHD could use additional money from vehicle registration
fees in a number of ways. Here’s a list of five options, and after I’ve described them, I’d like you to tell me which option
you would most like ACHD to spend vehicle registration fees on, if they were expanded. The options are: [PRESENT THESE
FIVE OPTIONS IN RANDOM ORDER], (PROGRAMMER NOTE: ALLOW ONLY TWO ANSWERS, I.E., QS 7,8.)
1.
Major road improvements OPTION, which could include: replacing the aging bridges over
the Boise River; the widening of Linder Road, and improving State Street from Boise to Eagle.
2.
Reducing congestion on existing roads OPTION , which could involve the widening of
intersections and the addition of so-called “smart signals” to improve traffic flow.
3.
New road construction OPTION, such as the proposed extensions of Lake Hazel, Floating
Feather, and Overland roads.
4.
Public Transit OPTION, which could mean spending ACHD funds to expand the services of
ValleyRide, the county’s public bus system, to encourage increased ridership.
5.
Neighborhood transportation projects OPTION, such as building more sidewalks, bike
lanes and safe routes to school.
Q30

Which of these five options would be your first choice?
1.
Major road improvements OPTION
2.
Reducing congestion on existing roads OPTION
3.
New road construction OPTION
4.
Public Transit OPTION
5.
Neighborhood transportation projects OPTION
99.
DK/NA/NONE (DNR) èSKIP SECOND AMOUNT

Q31
What would be your second choice?
è CONTINUE
ASK IF [$70 MAX=support; or WHY OPPOSE $70=too little; or $60 MAX = support; or $50
MAX=support]
INTRO-08
If you knew that ACHD would invest any increased vehicle registration fees in one of your top two choices, would you
support or oppose a vehicle registration fee maximum for new vehicles of <$10+CHOSEN AMOUNT> <IF Q14=DK, THEN
ASK $80 MAXIMUM> – that’s $10 more than you named earlier?
èSKIP TO SECONDAMOUNT
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ASK IF [$70 MAX ≠support; and WHY OPPOSE $70≠too little; and $60 MAX ≠ support; and $50 MAX
≠support]
INTRO-09
If you knew that ACHD would invest any increased vehicle registration fees in one of your two top choices, would you
support or oppose a vehicle registration fee maximum of $50 for new cars? That’s $10 more than the current maximum.
èCONTINUE
[Programmer note: Store value presented in INTRO-08 or store value of $50 presented in INTRO-09 as
SECONDAMOUNTVALUE]
ASK ALL
SECONDAMOUNT
Q32
1.
OPPOSE
2.
SUPPORT
99. DK/NA/NONE (DNR) èCONTINUE
è CONTINUE
ASK ALL
INTRO-10
Now I’d like to ask you very briefly about several other ways ACHD might raise additional money for its work. Funds raised
in any of these other ways would not replace vehicle registration fees. (PROGRAMMER NOTE: ALLOW ONLY TWO
ANSWERS I.E., QS 33, 34.)
ASK ALL
FUNDING OPTIONS
Q33
Which of the following four options would you support most strongly as a way for ACHD to obtain additional
funding:
1.
ONE, SPECIAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS, possibly for the Boise Foothills or in Kuna,
where area residents could elect to increase their property taxes to build projects like the 36th
Street Extension or a railroad overpass. è CONTINUE
2.
TWO, A bond levy – where ACHD would borrow funds to build more roads now and repay
with its annual revenue over the next 20 to 30 years. è CONTINUE
3.
THREE, Property Tax – where ACHD would consistently increase its annual property tax rate
by up to 3%, something it has largely avoided since 2008. è CONTINUE
4.
FOUR, Local Option Sales Tax – where a small percentage, say one-half of a cent, is added
to Ada County’s sales tax è CONTINUE
5.
SUPPORT NONE OF THESE AT ALL (DNR) è SKIP TO ACHD OPINION
99.
DK/NA/REFUSE/NO OTHERS (DNR) è SKIP TO ACHD OPINION
ASK IF [RESPONDENT CHOSE ONE OR TWO OR THREE OR FOUR] IN Q30.
Q34
Which would be your second choice? [RE-READ OPTIONS AS NECESSARY]
1.
options 1-4 minus the one chosen above è CONTINUE
99.
DK/NA/REFUSE (DNR) è CONTINUE
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ASK ALL
ACHD OPINION
Q35
In your opinion, how good or bad a job is the Ada County Highway District doing? Would you say...
1. Excellent
2. Very Good
3. Good
4. Neither Good nor Bad
5. Bad
6. Very Bad or
7. Awful
99. NA/REFUSE (DO NOT READ)
è CONTINUE
ASK ALL
FUTUREPARTICIPATION
Q36
ACHD is interested in learning citizens’ opinions on other issues in the future. Would you be interested in
participating in future, online surveys about ACHD issues? You might receive a survey invitation once or twice
a year, and you could decline or withdraw at any time.
1.
NO è SKIP TO FIRSTNAME
2.
YES è CONTINUE
99. DK/NA/REFUSE è SKIP TO FIRSTNAME
ASK ALL
EMAIL1
Q37
What is the best email address for sending you an ACHD survey invitation? Your email address will be used for
surveys only, and will not be shared or used in any other way.
ENTER EMAIL ADDRESS ________ è CONTINUE
99. NA/REFUSE è SKIP TO FIRSTNAME
ASK ALL
EMAIL2
Q38

Is there a second email address you would like ACHD to use, as well?
ENTER 2nd EMAIL ADDRESS ________ è CONTINUE
99. NA/REFUSE è CONTINUE

ASK ALL
FIRSTNAME
Q39
For quality-control purposes, in case my supervisor needs to confirm that this survey took place, could you
please provide me your first name?
ENTER FIRST NAME ________ è CONTINUE
99. NA/REFUSE è CONTINUE

ASK ALL
THANK & TERMINATION
Those are all my questions. Your opinions will help guide decisions. Thank you very much for your time, have a great
day/evening. Good-bye.
******************
DISCLOSE IF ASKED:
Sponsor is ACHD. Contact: Craig Quintana, 208-387-6107
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Appendix B: Calling Outcomes
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Table 6:

Calling Outcom es

Outcome
Total
%
Completed Interviews
600
1.6%
Soft Refusal
1,994
5.2%
Language Problems
107
0.3%
Disconnect
536
1.4%
Business/Government
517
1.4%
Computer/Fax Tone
351
0.9%
Hard Refusal
101
0.3%
Take Me Off Your calling List
577
1.5%
Hung up during introduction
1,132
3.0%
Over Quota - Completes
2
0.0%
Q01 Refusal: Person 18+ in Ada available
886
2.3%
Q02 Refusal: Person 18+ in Ada available
8
0.0%
Q03 Refusal: Landline or cell phone
50
0.1%
Q04 Refusal: Cell phone safety
10
0.0%
Q05 Refusal: Age category
125
0.3%
Q05A No age-qualified person
1
0.0%
Q06 – Disqualified Didn’t Vote
174
0.5%
Q06 Refusal: Vote in prior elections
56
0.1%
Q07 Refusal: Zip code
37
0.1%
Q08 Refusal: West vs. east Ada
3
0.0%
Mid Interview Terminate
29
0.1%
Q09 Refusal: Gender
2
0.0%
Q11_01 Disqualified Prior survey participation
4
0.0%
Q07 Disqualified Not Ada county
16
0.0%
WEST: Over Quota - West Ada
3
0.0%
MALE: Over Quota - Male
4
0.0%
AGE_65_PLUS Over Quota – Ages 65+
258
0.7%
Q05_06 Over Quota – Ages 55-64
12
0.0%
No Answer
227
0.6%
Multiple busies in a row (system scheduled callback)
1
0.0%
Respondent Not Available
2,244
5.9%
Answering Machine
7,339
19.3%
No call / Call did not connect
4
0.0%
PRIVACY MANAGER
1,669
4.4%
Busy To No Answer
49
0.1%
Mid Interview Suspend: CB time non-specific
14
0.0%
Dialer Disconnect
6,779
17.8%
Dialer No Answer
10,891
28.7%
Dialer Busy To No Answer
291
0.8%
Dialer Busy
887
2.3%
Total Numbers Called
37,990
100.0%
Total Calls Made
95,937
†Initial sample screening with the dialer removed bad or inactive numbers (e.g.,
Dialer Disconnect), leaving 18,848 effective records, or 50% of the original sample,
for use. This screen-out rate is comparable to the 53% in the 2006 study.
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Appendix C: Online v. Phone Findings
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Table 7:

Respondent Age
Age Group

Phone

Online

18-24

2.8%

0.9%

25-34

9.5%

14.7%

35-44

18.2%

24.1%

45-54

22.0%

20.9%

55-64

30.5%

21.5%

65-74

9.5%

14.7%

75 or older

7.5%

3.2%

600

1,629

Respondents

Table 8:

Respondent Voting History

Votes in Last Three Elections

Phone

Online

All Three

67.7%

80.4%

Two

21.3%

13.5%

One

11.0%

6.1%

600

1,629

Respondents
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Table 9:

Respondent Zip and Region

Ada County Zip
Codes

Location

Region

Phone

Online

83616

Eagle

West

5.7%

7.8%

83634

Kuna

West

3.8%

6.9%

83642

Meridian

West

8.2%

7.2%

83646

Meridian

West

8.8%

9.9%

83669

Star

West

2.0%

7.2%

83704

Boise

West

9.0%

5.3%

83709

Boise

West

13.2%

10.1%

83713

Boise

West

8.8%

4.9%

West

0.7%

0.8%

60.2%

60.1%

No Zip West

Total West
83701

Boise

East

0.2%

0.2%

83702

Boise

East

6.2%

9.5%

83703

Boise

East

5.5%

4.7%

83705

Boise

East

8.3%

5.3%

83706

Boise

East

7.5%

6.0%

83712

Boise

East

3.5%

5.0%

83714

Garden City

East

6.8%

5.7%

East

1.8%

3.6%

Total East

39.8%

39.9%

Total East + West Respondents

600

1,629

No Zip East
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Table 10:

Rating of ACHD Job Perform ance

ACHD Performance

Phone

Online

3.8%

2.1%

Very Good

14.5%

9.4%

Good

40.2%

29.2%

Neither Good nor Bad

21.3%

26.1%

Bad

9.7%

20.0%

Very Bad or

3.7%

4.8%

Awful

6.0%

8.4%

No Answer/Refuse

0.8%

0.0%

600

1,629

Excellent

Respondents
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Table 11:

Original and Final Vehicle Registration Fee Am ounts
Phone Respondents: Original and Final VRF Support Level

Dollar Support
$80 +

Original Support
Percent
Cumulative

Final Support
Percent
Cumulative

0.3%

0.3%

35.2%

35.2%

$70

48.7%

49.0%

18.0%

53.2%

$60

13.2%

62.2%

13.0%

66.2%

$50

9.7%

71.8%

16.0%

82.2%

26.3%

98.2%

16.0%

98.2%

1.8%

100.0%

1.8%

100.0%

Oppose All Increases ($40)
DK or No Vote
Respondents

600

600

Online Respondents: Original and Final VRF Support Level
Dollar Support
$80 +

Original Support
Percent
Cumulative

Final Support
Percent
Cumulative

0.4%

0.4%

34.9%

34.9%

$70

48.9%

49.4%

17.6%

52.5%

$60

11.8%

61.2%

11.6%

64.1%

$50

8.7%

69.9%

13.1%

77.3%

30.1%

100.0%

22.7%

100.0%

Oppose All Increases ($40)
DK or No Vote

0.0%
Respondents

0.0%
1,629
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Table 12:

Top Two Choices for Spending Added Funds

Preferred Spending Priorities

Phone

Online

Reducing Congestion

55.0%

55.0%

Major Road Improvement

50.0%

43.3%

Public Transit

32.3%

33.3%

Neighborhood Projects

29.7%

30.8%

New Road Construction

25.3%

15.4%

2.2%

9.0%

600

1,629

None of These
Respondents
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Table 13:
Priority

M ean Initial and Final VRF Dollar and Percentage Support Per Spending-

Phone Respondents
Top Priority

Number of
Who
Support
Priority

Increase
VRF If
Priority
Met

Initial $

Final $

Proportion
Who
Support
$70+ VRF

Public Transit

194

68%

$60

$67

62%

Neighborhood Projects

178

56%

$59

$65

54%

Major Road Improvements

300

55%

$59

$64

55%

Reducing Congestion

330

54%

$59

$64

52%

New Road Construction

152

55%

$58

$63

48%

11

--

$50

$50

23%

None

Number of
Who
Support
Priority

Increase
VRF If
Priority
Met

Initial $

Final $

Public Transit

542

59%

$60

$65

58%

Neighborhood Projects

501

59%

$60

$65

59%

Major Road Improvements

706

51%

$60

$65

57%

Reducing Congestion

896

51%

$59

$64

54%

New Road Construction

251

52%

$60

$65

57%

None

146

--

$48

$48

20%

Online Respondents
Top Priority
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Table 14:

Top Two Choices for Seeking Additional ACHD Revenue

Preferred Revenue Sources

Phone

Online

Bond Levy

55.5%

43.0%

Local Option Sales Tax

54.0%

40.0%

Special Improvement Districts

44.3%

42.1%

Property Tax

15.7%

13.6%

None of These

10.5%

23.5%

600

1,629

Respondents

Table 15:

Additional Revenue O ptions by $70 VRF Support
Support for Optional Revenue Sources by
$70 VRF Support

Optional Revenue Source

Phone
Final VRF
Final VRF
under $70
$70+

Online
Final VRF
Final VRF
under $70
$70+

Special Improvement Districts

44.8%

43.9%

35.2%

48.4%

Bond Levy

49.8%

60.5%

32.7%

52.3%

Property Tax

11.4%

19.4%

5.4%

20.9%

Local Option Sales Tax

49.8%

57.7%

22.5%

55.7%

No Revenue Options Supported

15.7%

6.0%

42.8%

6.0%

Respondents
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Table 16:

Support to Allow Indefinite Term for New VRF

Allow Approved VRF Increase to Continue Indefinitely?

Phone

Online

Oppose

18.2%

25.7%

Support allowing fees to continue

77.5%

65.7%

Would not support any renewal of VRF

0.5%

0.0%

Would not vote; Don’t know

3.8%

8.7%

600

1,629

Respondents

Table 17:

Support to Allow Indefinite Term for New VRF Per Final Dollar Am ount
Support for Indefinite VRF Increase by
Final Dollar Support Level
Phone

Online

$80 +

92.4%

82.6%

$70

84.3%

72.5%

$60

82.1%

68.8%

$50

69.8%

56.1%

$40

43.8%

38.4%

589

1,629

Respondents

Table 18:

Support for 20-year VRF Term , If O pposed to Indefinite Term

If Opposed to Indefinite VRF Term,
Allow 20-Year Term?

Phone

Online

No, oppose

58.7%

61.7%

Yes, support allow 20-year term

39.4%

34.0%

Would not support any renewal of VRF

0.9%

0.0%

Would not vote; Don’t know

0.9%

4.3%

109

418

Respondents
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Appendix D: Open- end Responses
The following table lists the open-ended explanations of respondents who did not support a $70maximum vehicle registration fee, or higher, in the initial question (Q12 in Appendix A) about a fee
increase. The list contains answers from more online than phone respondents (333 v. 16) because
more online than respondents opposed the initial $70 VRF, and the open-ended question was
discontinued in the phone survey after a few interviews to reduce interviewing time.
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Table 19:
Line

Reasons for O pposing $70 VRF - Open-ends

ACHD Evaluation

Source

1

Good to Excellent

Phone

2

Good to Excellent

Phone

3

Good to Excellent

Phone

4

Good to Excellent

Phone

5

Good to Excellent

Phone

6

Good to Excellent

Phone

7

Good to Excellent

Phone

8

Good to Excellent

Online

9

Good to Excellent

Online

10

Good to Excellent

Online

11

Good to Excellent

Online

12

Good to Excellent

Online

13

Good to Excellent

Online

14

Good to Excellent

Online

15

Good to Excellent

Online

16

Good to Excellent

Online

17

Good to Excellent

Online

18

Good to Excellent

Online

19

Good to Excellent

Online

20

Good to Excellent

Online

21

Good to Excellent

Online

22

Good to Excellent

Online

23

Good to Excellent

Online

24

Good to Excellent

Online

25

Good to Excellent

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
Because it's a tax not a fee.
I'm not certain they are using all their funds appropriately.
I feel like you guys already increased. I think there should be a different
way acquiring that funding.
It wouldn't go toward public transportation.
People moving into the state of Idaho should be required to pay more
to register their vehicles.
The fact that it has to do with growth. It's unplanned growth.
There's enough immigrants coming in that they have enough increase.
ACHD is already receiving an increase, proportional to the increase in
vehicle registrations.
ACHD needs to better prioritize the current funding.
ACHD should seek to increase fees on new buildings and substantial
remodels as that is what is driving the need for more roads and
upgrades
all cars should be the same - a sliding scale does not make sense since
we all use the same roads
Bikes should be paying their oen way...licenses van do th8s. Charge
$50 per year or whatever it takes.
Charge developers 10k per new home to add capacity to the
roadways.
Developers need to pay impact fees
Developers should have to pay the bill. We want Idaho to stay small...
yet it’s a developers playground where the rich get richer and the
average working family gets punished
Do newer cars have a harder impact on ACHD I don't understand why
new is worse off.
Don't like the sliding scale -- tax all auto registration the same amount.
Even more fair in my opinion is to add the tax to gasoline so that those
who use the roads the most pay for them.
Everyone including non-car owners benefit. All should pay
Fee does not impact other road users i.e. bicycles.
GET IMPACT FEES FROM PEOPLE MOVING HERE
Get it from the developers
Growth should pay for all cost of new roads.
Growth should pay for it's own way
Growth should pay for itself
I'd support a new 1 time fee for out of county to in county. Welcome
to Ada county, help pay for the roads $250.
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Line

ACHD Evaluation

Source

26

Good to Excellent

Online

27

Good to Excellent

Online

28

Good to Excellent

Online

29

Good to Excellent

Online

30

Good to Excellent

Online

31

Good to Excellent

Online

32

Good to Excellent

Online

33

Good to Excellent

Online

34

Good to Excellent

Online

35

Good to Excellent

Online

36

Good to Excellent

Online

37

Good to Excellent

Online

38

Good to Excellent

Online

39

Good to Excellent

Online

40

Good to Excellent

Online

41

Good to Excellent

Online

42

Good to Excellent

Online

43

Good to Excellent

Online

44

Good to Excellent

Online

45

Good to Excellent

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
I agree more money needs to be put towards ACHD (but not from
me)... I do NOT agree with the careless city expansion (Meridian)
without consideration to the current infrastructure. Developers and
corporations should bear more of the burden of the expense. Why
allow multifamily homes and hallways houses on top of each other if
the infrastructure cannot support it (Across the board). This careless
planning and zoning done in haste is the issue therefore I find it hard
to pay more to live here when the infrastructure supported the needs
of the community when I/we moved in. I am sorry for the predicament
that ACHD is in - the expectations are unrealistic.
I don't think the fee increase is necessary. The city can find the money
in other ways. For instance, by acting in a fiscally responsible manner.
I don’t understand why a new car/truck should be more than an old
one? They both use the road equally. I could support an equal raise
I own multiple vehicles (6) but am retired and drive very little. This
would tax me more than those who commute daily. What about a gas
tax?
I think people coming for out of state should absorb some of these
increases
I wouldn't want to vote for an increase without a better description of
where the money would go.
If increasing the fee is the only way to fund needed improvements fine.
But I hope that ACHD has exhausted every other option to secure
additional state and federal funding prior to going directly to the
taxpayers.
If it gets us to four lanes on west Chinden and State St all the way to
Star, it’s worth it.
If it were to be used wisely I’d be cool with it. Alas most of it will be
used to widen roads and make our neighborhoods more dangerous.
ACHD is about moving vehicles fast, that is not good for community.
if there are more cars, then your revenue increases as well with the
existing cost.
If you need more money, charge the developers.
Impact fees
Impact fees
Impact fees
Impact Fees
Impact Fees
Impact Fees
IMPACT FEES
Impact fees are a better way to handle the need for increased capacity
due to growth.
Increase Impact Fees instead
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Line

ACHD Evaluation

Source

46

Good to Excellent

Online

47

Good to Excellent

Online

48

Good to Excellent

Online

49

Good to Excellent

Online

50

Good to Excellent

Online

51

Good to Excellent

Online

52

Good to Excellent

Online

53

Good to Excellent

Online

54

Good to Excellent

Online

55

Good to Excellent

Online

56

Good to Excellent

Online

57

Good to Excellent

Online

58

Good to Excellent

Online

59

Good to Excellent

Online

60

Good to Excellent

Online

61

Good to Excellent

Online

62

Good to Excellent

Online

63

Good to Excellent

Online

64

Good to Excellent

Online

65

Good to Excellent

Online

66

Good to Excellent

Online

67

Good to Excellent

Online

68

Good to Excellent

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
Increase in property prices and additional developer fees should
supply more money for roads
Influx of people creates its own increase in tax funding. Greater tax
base.
It's a question of balance. ACHD does beautiful work, but sometimes is
rather aggressive about anticipating capacity, and tends to overbuild;
considerations about high quality infrastructure should be balanced
with the need to keep the county affordable for all.
it's ok
It should be decided based on mileage driven per year.
It’s a bad approach for raising money. The fee is proportionally
greater on the low income population.
Lack of accountability for safety for all road users.
Let the developers pay increased fees for growth problems
Limit growth
Make developers pay impact fees
Make the developers pay for this!
Maybe it should be higher for older cars and less for newer ones to
take advantage of new technologies that might help our roads
need rationale for needing more money. as more cars arrive you
already get an increase in income.
Needs commitment from developers to provide set aside funding for
infrastructure
Oppose increase in taxes in general
Our children are homeschooled, yet we still have to pay all the
associated taxes that go towards the school district we live in.
However, we don't get to partake in the amenities that those taxes pay
for. I realize it's a choice that we made, however, adding more taxes
on top of what we already have to pay is financially killing us.
Over Taxation, tax the developers!
Residents shouldn’t pay for needs due to development and
newcomers to our state. Bill and tax them .
Roads should be managed by the City
State Highways are higher priority for fee increases as we need to
press developers to pay fees for impacts on ACHD projects as
newcomers need to finance their impact on local streets through the
purchase of their homes.
Such a steep increase would just result in even more people
registering outside the county
Supporting the depends on where the funds go. Living in Kuna I want
to see improvement in Kuna and not just in Ada county in general
The cost of growth should be paid by either those moving into the
area or the developers who are facilitating the growth.
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Line

ACHD Evaluation

Source

69

Good to Excellent

Online

70

Good to Excellent

Online

71

Good to Excellent

Online

72

Good to Excellent

Online

73

Good to Excellent

Online

74

Good to Excellent

Online

75

Good to Excellent

Online

76

Good to Excellent

Online

77

Good to Excellent

Online

78

Good to Excellent

Online

79

Good to Excellent

Online

80

Good to Excellent

Online

81

Good to Excellent

Online

82

Good to Excellent

Online

83

Good to Excellent

Online

84

Good to Excellent

Online

85

Good to Excellent

Online

86

Neither Good nor Bad

Phone

87

Neither Good nor Bad

Phone

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
The fee would hit Ada County drivers, but much of the problem is
caused by Canyon County drivers. Yet another subsidy.
the increase should be the same proportionately for older and newer
vehicles, not a 75% increase for new, and 83% increase for older
vehicles.
The money should be raised with developer impact fees
The question assumes ACHD needs more money and that reg fees is
the only way to meet the need. No basis is given for these
assumptions.
The valley is growing too fast and building permits keep being issued
putting too much stress on our roads. The growth should be more
controlled progressive. Current residents should not be paying for new
people wanting to move in
These new fees should be on ALL newcomers. They chose to come
here and they should pay to have the increases in the roads, not the
long time natives of Ada County and Idaho!
This kind of fee could hurt low income people. I would rather see taxes
raised on middle to upper income earners in order to obtain the
money.
Too much and also registration fees do not reflect usage. Persons
driving 1000 miles a year are hit the same as those who drive 30,000 a
year
Too much AND new registrations will already bring in more revenue.
Unfair to burden citizens. Fee for developers to carry the burden is
more appropriate.
We pay enough in taxes already
With increased growth will come increased revenue from registration
fees. No need to raise them.
With more people moving to Idaho, revenue is increasing +
government needs to live within their means.
With the hordes of new people moving here, won't the additional fees
cover the need? Or increase it just for newcomers - ! - and maybe that
will discourage more from coming!
Would need more information on where the increase in funds would
be used.
You mention GROWTH as the main cause, for the need for expanded
roadways. A vehicle registration fee increase affects all vehicle owners,
whether they've lived in the area for 60 years or 60 minutes. I prefer
funding formulas that are aimed more at the new arrivals... i.e., impact
fees on new residential construction.
You should be getting this money from development impact fees
Based on some of the roads that are lacking maintenance. I could
barely drive to work for a week or more.
Just a lot of people trying to work and they need their cars to work and
cost of working isn't going to help people in the county.
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Line

ACHD Evaluation

Source

88

Neither Good nor Bad

Phone

89

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

90

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

91

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

92

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

93

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

94

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

95

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

96

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

97

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

98

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

99

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

100

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
We had over 2% growth in population in Ada county last year. That
should compensate for the extra money to continue building these
roads. With that said, it sounds to me like you want to double the fees
of everything, and I don't see that it needs to be that much. It's a little
too much.
61 % is to much of a jump. Does the County have a user fee on
Developers for each house they build? If not then get one in place.
This raises the initial price of a home but does not leave the home
owner unknowingly holding the debt as a future fee or tax as you are
talking about doing now. Also it is my under standing that unspent
budget dollars are put into an offline interest bearing account. These
accounts now have millions of dollars in them. Why not reach out and
take some of those funds for the now needed roadway improvements?
Use what you have or get it from the developer/builder.
61% increase! ACHD needs to spend their budget more prudently
and judiciously. Currently, when county departments budgets do not
use the budget allotted for each year, the excess is put into an
interest-bearing account. To my understanding, there are millions in
this account. It seems it would be prudent to begin using those excess
funds before raising fees. Remember: senior citizens are on limited
incomes, and with the influx of so many out-of-staters will they/we be
able to continue living in our homes? The developers are bagging
their money and running, and we are left paying for the infrastructure.
This HAS to stop!!
ACHD is over staffed and inefficient.
ACHD shouldn’t exist
ACHD can save significant money by not purchasing new trucks, etc.
every year and like more conservative purchasing actions.
Ada county residents are paying for the road maintenance when
Canyon County vehicles should bear some of the burden
Any increase is unwarranted, there should only be reductions in fees,
some projects can simply wait, or not do them at all if funding is an
issue.
Better planning for population growth and exactly how money would
be used
better to add fee to new homes and subdivisions as they are why it
takes so long to drive anywhere and 3 times light change to turn
Bicycle lanes should be paid by bicycle riders like atv and
snowmobiles. Sidewalks should be everyone that can Bicycle lanes
should be paid for by bicycle riders like snowmobiles and atv or
motorcycle trails.
Bike riders are getting a free pass - they don't pay gas taxes, they have
their own rules for traffic travel and are a danger to the motoring
public.
Charge new home owners with a 1x larger fee
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101

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

102

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

103

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

104

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

105

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

106

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

107

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

108

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

109

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

110

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

111

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

112

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

113

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

114

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

115

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

116

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

117

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
CHARGE THE NEW HOMES FOR THE GROWTH, THEY ARE THE
ONES WHO ARE CAUSING THE GROWTH
Developers and businesses who are driving growth should pay
Developers MUST pay this within their building costs they should also
pay infrastructure costs or roads parks etc, DO NOT pass on the costs
to us taxpayers, it should be on the builders and developers!!
Developers should have to pay for increased use on infrastructure!!
Developers should pay for all the costs of increased traffic, not existing
home owners.
Developers should pay for roads
Don't believe ACHD spends the monies it already has efficiently nor
wisely. Not enough foresight or common sense to making the right
improvements or changes BEFORE they become major issues and then
too expensive to go back and correct. Still don't understand why you
continue to see one worker holding a shovel and four other workers
standing around talking.
Due to the influx of new residents, you should not need to raise it at
all. Figure out how to work within your budget. Quit wasting so much
on “studies” and build the roads.
Existing projects are inefficient and poorly executed so if these
problems were solved funds would be available from existing fees
Fees and taxes seem to be the first response but the money never
ends up being enough. I think this is a reflection of how it is being
managed and how the approvals for building are being granted with
little ore no foresight to infrastructure. As a citizen I’ve been
dissatisfied with these process from both the city and ACHD and will
no longer be willing to give up more of my hard earned paycheck to
incentivize this mismanagement of Boise and surrounding areas.
Fees need to be passed to developers. IMPACT FEES
Growth needs to be dealt with with impact fees.
Have the developers pay a fee for their developments that are
impacting road traffic
I'm still bitter on how poorly ACHD handled the snow in the winter of
2016-17
I am from Boise, born and raised and I don't feel I should have to pay
high amounts for all the new people moving into the area. I feel the
people moving in need to pay a higher fee for registering their cars
initially. I also feel that people who live west of Boise should have to
carry the brunt of the road costs because they are the ones who use
and tear up the roads.
I can't support any increase in fees without understanding the current
budget and without confidence that resources are being used wisely
and efficiently.
I can personally afford it, but this would hurt low income drivers
disproportionately.
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118

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

119

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

120

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

121

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

122

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

123

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

124

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

125

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

126

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

127

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

128

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

129

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

130

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

131

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

132

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

133

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

134

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

135

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

136

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
I don't think raising fees is the answer. I don't think ACHD works smart
and should re-evaluate how they do business. I believe all of the
people moving into the county / state should be assessed a fee to
cover the footprint they bring in. The cities of Boise and Meridian
(Treasure Valley) needs to slow the growth. Too many are coming in to
be successfully managed by our infrastructure. Slow growth is
sustained growth and we're building for a bust.
I don't trust it would be spent effectively
I have lived here all my life and paid for roads etc. Levy a fee for new
comers they are causing the need for road expansion
I need more information about how the funds will be spent.
I oppose any increase in funding until the issue of manhole covers and
other manmade potholes is resolved. I have seen no attempt to
resolve this problem. I would propose that chipsealing be skipped for
one year and the manholes and other utility holes be fixed. They are
becoming more of a problem each year. i.e. Safety Hazard.
I rarely drive my car. I bike or bus.
I would prefer bond or levy for specific projects to insure money would
go towards those projects
I would rather see developers pay higher impact fees. Much higher!
I would support the increase when you have better defined your long
term capital plan. A lot of dollars are spent that have to be re-spent
under the guise of saving money and you ship seal more than you
need to. and finally if you are concurrently raising developer fees I
would support the increase
If you took care of growth issues in planning, we wouldn't be facing
these surveys.,
impact fees
IMPACT FEES
IMPACT FEES ON DEVELOPERS! Why isn't this an option!?
Impact fees should be increased for developments that increase
demand on infrastructure
Increase impact fees on new development, with exceptions for
nonprofit affordable housing developers addressing critical housing
needs.
Increase the gas tax instead, so the heavier user pays a larger share
increased revenue needs to go to ITD not ACHD. If state highways
were improved, many local road (widening) projects would not be
needed
It is too much and we do not need more taxes.
Just because I have a car doesn't mean I use the roads very much.
Drivers like me certainly aren't a cause of needing more roads
widened. If my use were indicative, you'd ask for money to make the
roads smaller.
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137

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

138

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

139

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

140

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

141

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

142

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

143

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

144

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

145

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

146

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

147

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

148

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

149

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

150

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

151

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

152

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

153

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

154

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

155

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
make it the same price for ALL cars - all cars use the road the same
amount - there shouldn't be a discount for old cars.
More expensive vehicles should be taxed more since the owners can
afford to pay more. Base the tax on vehicle worth.
More people = more cars to pay. Increase not needed if one car per
plate is enforced. people have two vehicles with one set of plates, one
on each back. Out of state vehicles given too much time to register
their vehicle
New and old isn't directly connected to wear and use of roadway.
Vehicle weight and number of axles more directly ties with wear of
roadways. Change from current model, to a weight based model.
Also add impact fees for all development.
New cars are more efficient than old and should not be charged that
much more
Nickel andcdimingbis horrible. Road increase needs is a direct
resultbofvdevrko Nickel and dining is ridiculous. Increase demand on
roads is a result of increased development. Make developers pay for
the increased demand.
No clear plan for use of money
No more increases. Developers need to pay for road improvements
Not enough alternative options to make a decision.
Older vehicles with more emissions should be paying more than those
who have newer more efficient cars.
Prefer development tax on new home construction
Rather than increasing taxes and fees on current citizens, developers
who are putting in new housing should be paying for road
improvements.
revenue for ACHD should be associated with new project and
residential increase. The growth occurring is due to outside interest
both developer and new residence. Consistently they arrive with
greater financial resources than long term residence and their chose to
come to this valley is theirs not ours. Le them pay for their choice just
as long term ones are. Additionally vehicle registration/taxes should
be graduated, associated with vehicle age
Sorry, I don't trust ACHD to spend it the way they say they will.
Tax the rich developers
Taxpayers shouldn’t pay for developer projects
The amount of out of state transplants is causing havoc in our state.
Snow Tires are also detrimental to the roads when there is no snow or
ice.
the fee should be the same for all vehicles OR it should be like other
states and charge more for old polluting cars.
the new growth should pay its FAIR share
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156

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

157

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

158

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

159

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

160

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

161

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

162

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

163

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

164

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

165

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

166

Neither Good nor Bad

Online

167

Bad to Awful

Phone

168

Bad to Awful

Phone

169

Bad to Awful

Phone

170

Bad to Awful

Phone

171

Bad to Awful

Phone

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
The reason more money is needed for infrastructure upgrades is due
to explosive growth. I had nothing to do with that growth and do not
benefit from it, therefore I should not be penalized.
Throwing more money at the problem isn't going to solve it.
We are taxed enough. no more tax increases.
We have multiple vehicles but if we had just one it would be the big of
a deal
We just had a recent rate hike, you should look elsewhere. Apply for
Federal funds perhaps.
We need a local option tax instead of a increase in registration fees
that only applies to Ada County. We need to find solutions that fund
projects regionally, not just for one county. Many Canyon County
drivers get the benefits of driving on roads that are improved thanks to
ACHD and its voters that increase registration fees. It is time we find a
funding solution that applies Valley-wide and not just to a single
county.
We need a moratorium on growth in order to get infrastructure caught
up. It is my understanding that ACHD has the ability to reject projects
and I think that is what is needed right now. The other option is to
increase the impact fees collected from developers so that they are
bearing the cost of infrastructure improvements.
We pay a reasonable amount already for current residents.
When I see construction at smooth well working instructions to redesign them to flow differently (aka Overland/Curtis overpass, right
turn yield lanes), yet there are MANY other areas that need work, it's
hard to support an increase. Leave the well working areas alone and
put the money to other areas that are in need of attention.
Why the difference between old and new cars? Split the difference and
make ALL cars pay equally.
You should spend the money you do have more efficiently and stop
raising fees.
ACHD is poorly managed.
Extract the new funds necessary to build the roads from the new
residents. Because if we didn't have new residents, we wouldn't need
new roads. So, the fee should go to the new residents.
My comment is that I believe because of all the growth that is new it
should be to the new cars, new vehicles, seeking registration. New to
the county. Their fault because they're creating the growth. They
should pay.
My reason, the currency is allocated properly.
Other reason, they are terrible about their budgeting. I am an
accountant and they are terrible.
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172

Bad to Awful

Phone

173

Bad to Awful

Online

174

Bad to Awful

Online

175

Bad to Awful

Online

176

Bad to Awful

Online

177

Bad to Awful

Online

178

Bad to Awful

Online

179

Bad to Awful

Online

180

Bad to Awful

Online

181

Bad to Awful

Online

182

Bad to Awful

Online

183

Bad to Awful

Online

184

Bad to Awful

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
They don't use the money they have wisely. If it's a private contractor
they can get done in two or three weeks. If the government picks one
and not worry about where it's coming from, it takes months. They
think with tax money they don't have to work smart.
ACHD does a horrible job managing the roads in the county they make
dumb decisions, horrible corruption is rampant throughout the system
and they do not need more money they need to spend what they are
given wiser, and require more public corporations to pay for roadway
improvements when they build a subdivision or large commercial
space instead of making the tax payers who don't live in that part of
the county pay for it.
ACHD does not do a good job now.
ACHD does not meet the needs currently. I do not see why I need to
give you more money to use inappropriately
ACHD does not properly allocate current roadway funds to expanding
the major commuting roads. They focus instead on roads that do not
need expansion and are already meeting the current and future needs.
There is no reason to expand these roads, while major arteries such as
Highway 26 are completely ignored.
ACHD doesn't utilize the money well, I would not give them more
money to waste on bad projects that just need redone a few years
down the road.
ACHD has repeatedly ignored safety concerns in my neighborhood. I
won’t support anything ACHD does until you become accountable.
ACHD has wasted so much money with poor planning that I don't
believe they need more money as much as they need better planning.
ACHD is an unnecessary layer of administration to local government.
Ada county has big enough towns that can take care of their own
roads, ACHD needs to be absorbed by individual cities and towns.
ACHD is making very poor decision about how they spend their
money. Projects like the two way conversions downtown are clearly
creating worse traffic conditions and there is no sign that they are
looking at correcting their mistakes. In addition to that, the incredible
increase in the population of Boise now and in the coming years brings
plenty of revenue in the form of increased registrations. ACHD needs a
good reason to justify an increase in fees with this in mind, and "the
population is increasing" is not one.
ACHD needs to manage its funds and budgets wisely. Growth not only
means new needs but also new revenue sources. So, ACHD should use
those new funds generated by growth.
ACHD should abdicate control of roads within city limits to the cities.
Doing so would lessen the need for this funding increase.
ACHD should cover
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185

Bad to Awful

Online

186

Bad to Awful

Online

187

Bad to Awful

Online

188

Bad to Awful

Online

189

Bad to Awful

Online

190

Bad to Awful

Online

191

Bad to Awful

Online

192

Bad to Awful

Online

193

Bad to Awful

Online

194

Bad to Awful

Online

195

Bad to Awful

Online

196

Bad to Awful

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
ACHD should live within its existing funding, without raising taxes.
Development impact fees should be raised significantly to combat out
of control growth and fully pay for impacts to the transportation
system.
ACHD wastes too much of the taxpayers monies as it is!
ACHD will get more income from having a higher number of cars, so
will not need to also increase the fee as there will be more cars. If
anything make a $300 fee for registering an out of state car to an
Idaho license for the first year. Don't punish existing Idaho car drivers
due to the the newcomers to the state.
ACHD, utilities and the city need to improve communication and stop
wasting money. Also, the chip sealing job was unbelievably ineffective.
Please consult with UDOT and Park City Utah. They do a remarkable
job with it: durable and kids and dogs can enjoy using the streets
without losing skin.
Ada county currently has the most expensive roads in the state and
they’re barely more than gravel. How much would it cost to have
asphalt roads?
Ada county is a greedy inefficient entity, incapable of handling the job
of taking care of Boise roads, no matter the cost it is a waste of money
to give it to a ACHD. Private corporations make government look like
fools 100% of the time ACHD get out of Boise!
Age should have nothing to do with it...all cars use the roads and
should pay the same no matter the age of vehicle.
all cars should pay the same amount regardless of age. how many
more fees and taxes do you think people can pay.
Already paying too much in "impact fees" for basic requirements like
transport to work/school. If you are going to charge fees, charge them
on people with more than one car per adult registered, or for luxury
cars that already cost $70k, rather than further squeezing lower and
middle class families who are struggling just to get where they need to
go daily.
An age cap for vehicle fees is nice, but we need an age cap on the
drivers too, some are on fixed income and each dollar counts. Gas,
insurance, food, medical, somewhere it has to stop.
an increase in population should cover the cost
As a resident of Kuna for the last 15 years, I don't see where the
money has been going in our community. The roads are the same
(other than they have been capped every few and I mean few years).
We pay the same amount and is growing just as much or more then
other parts of the county and see little or no money here in Kuna. We
still have no more side walks or bike lines. It would be helpful to have
them on some of the roads instead of a round a bout next to a school
where children have to try to cross. Some times we need to look at
what we have and make that work first.
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197

Bad to Awful

Online

198

Bad to Awful

Online

199

Bad to Awful

Online

200

Bad to Awful

Online

201

Bad to Awful

Online

202

Bad to Awful

Online

203

Bad to Awful

Online

204

Bad to Awful

Online

205

Bad to Awful

Online

206

Bad to Awful

Online

207

Bad to Awful

Online

208

Bad to Awful

Online

209

Bad to Awful

Online

210

Bad to Awful

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
Because ACHD needs to better manage the money they currently get
before we give them more...
Because bicycles are not taxed. With the increase in road costs going
to bike lanes and with the Boise City Council encouraging the use of
bicycles on ACHD streets, those owners of bicycles need to pay their
fair share cost for those improvements. In addition, the owners of
bicycles that are registered would need to be required to have an
education process no different than for automobile drivers, to educate
bike riders of all ages so that they understand the "rules of the road"
and there would be a way to enforce violators of the law, no different
than for automobile owners. Right now vehicles pay all of the costs
and bike riders get a "free ride". Would ACHD have to raise fees to
automobiles if bicycles were registered and had to pay a fee as well as
automobile owners? I will bet ACHD will not respond to my comment.
Being a private agency, it is clear that many projects are outsourced to
subcontractors. This is publicly funded and as a taxpayer we see
hundreds of projects start all at once and sit untouched for two long. I
believe that it is inefficient and wasteful.
Better use of the money you are receiving. When I see some barriers
going in (ex: Maple Grove) no actual sidewalks I see that as a waste of
money because eventually roads will be expanded and sidewalks will
finally be put in, but then sometimes sidewalks only go so far and
aren't completely finished. That still leaves our elementary school aged
kids to have to walk on the street & that is a huge risk when it comes to
a drive not paying attention. I wouldn't be opposed if there was more
information sent out to voters as to what you are actually doing with
that money.
Can't justify spending more when I watch them put up a cross walk just
to see it get torn out months later for some new design. I don't believe
they are thinking ahead about any of there ideas/designs. When they
change their minds, or think something else is better, they just rip it
out and do whatever they think is an improvement all on our dime.
Charge developers new residents and plan better
Charge the builders of these developments
Cost is already too high for older vehicles.
Cost should be born by impact fee, developers,
Current Citizens should not be punished for growth. Development
impact fees should be assessed and implemented instead.
cut the current waste
Developers and businesses need to shoulder their share of cost
increases due to growth and increased demand.
Developers are making $millions creating these infrastructure issues.
Increase their fees, not mine.
Developers need to foot the bill for explosive growth!! DO NOT put
this burden on existing taxpayers!!
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Line

ACHD Evaluation

Source

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF

211

Bad to Awful

Online

Developers need to pay for all road improvements

212

Bad to Awful

Online

213

Bad to Awful

Online

214

Bad to Awful

Online

215

Bad to Awful

Online

216

Bad to Awful

Online

217

Bad to Awful

Online

218

Bad to Awful

Online

219

Bad to Awful

Online

220

Bad to Awful

Online

221

Bad to Awful

Online

222

Bad to Awful

Online

223

Bad to Awful

Online

224

Bad to Awful

Online

225

Bad to Awful

Online

226

Bad to Awful

Online

Developers need to pay their fare share. Impact fees.
Developers should be responsible for improvements related to growth
Developers should pay a large portion of the cost. They make a ton of
money and don't help much with the additional road use and
expenses.
Developers should pay for the roads, not citizens.
Developers should pay impact fees rather than drivers pay 100% for
improvements
Developers should pay this through impact fees
Developers should pay via impact fees
Developers to Pay a Building fee to Cover all increased Costs due to
added growth and pay for added infrastructure Taxpayer should not
be left holding the bag when developments overbuild. A 3% growth
rate should be max.
Development IMPACT FEES should be used to pay for these projects
Development should pay for the infrastructure needed for
development thru impact fees. If you're having to install bigger /
better infrastructure because of additional vehicles, impact fees will
take care of much if not all of that.
Do a better job with what you have.
Don’t create more cost to residents. Put that on people moving here
from out of state. Charge them a transfer fee $250-400 dollars to
transfer their plates to ID. Most CAs are use to paying extremely high
cost to register their vehicles. Don’t make us pay for it!!!
Don’t want to pay more in taxes, developers that tear up the roads
should be paying more to fix the roads when they are done
Enough with tax increases
Extreme disappointed in your design for growth/efficiency

227

Bad to Awful

Online

228

Bad to Awful

Online

229

Bad to Awful

Online

230

Bad to Awful

Online

231

Bad to Awful

Online

232

Bad to Awful

Online

233

Bad to Awful

Online

234

Bad to Awful

Online

Fees are high enough for services provided.
Fees should be collected in another manner such as impact fees.
Native Boiseans/Idahoans are being priced out our communities due
to explosive growth that we DO NOT want.
Find sources of money another way, don't impose more on those of us
who live here but find income source from new people coming to ads
county
Fine the way it is. And increases should be spent on mass transit not
on roads and traffic issues
Funding should come from the developments/developers generating
new traffic vs further taxing the "incumbents"
Growth must pay for itself! People who have lived in boise for years
cannot and should not be paying for other people to move here!
Higher for all new development
How about charging the bike riders a fee to ride on the roads
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Line

ACHD Evaluation

Source

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF

235

Bad to Awful

Online

I'll never support a tax increase! Never! Never! Never!

236

Bad to Awful

Online

237

Bad to Awful

Online

238

Bad to Awful

Online

239

Bad to Awful

Online

240

Bad to Awful

Online

241

Bad to Awful

Online

242

Bad to Awful

Online

243

Bad to Awful

Online

244

Bad to Awful

Online

245

Bad to Awful

Online

246

Bad to Awful

Online

247

Bad to Awful

Online

248

Bad to Awful

Online

I already believe I'm paying too much for vehicle registration in Idaho.
I am opposed to ACHD as a whole. Please return control of streets to
the cities.
I believe ACHD is a hindrance to progress and it should be disbanded.
i believe developers should pay to widen and the should completely
pave a road they have cut up for sewer and water lines the road in my
area are worse that when they started, I realize the new houses have
impact fees but the developer need to paying a larger portion.
I do not believe that ACHD sprints the money they have now wisely.
For example, why are corner curbcuts being remove and replaced on
Harrison Blvd. in Boise? The existing curbcuts are fine. If the entire
curbcuts is being replaced because they lack the handicap pad, then
shame on you for not doing a more economical adjustment.
I do not believe the money is being spent wisely now, Better future
planning needs to be done.
I do not feel that ACHD has done a good job of managing the current
allocation. It is OBVIOUS that this is more of an empire-building action
than a desire to more EFFICIENTLY manage the resources. ALL top
management should be replaced by someone with efficiency as a top
priority. It costs nothing to create proper timing for lights on highly
used roadways (making travel more efficient, reducing emissions and
saving gas from idling cars, yet this is poorly managed. All other areas
seem to be poorly managed, too.
I do not want my tax dollars used to fund roadwork that would not be
necessary were it not for the out of control growth in Ada County
thanks to our corrupt government and greedy developers who are
ruining this beautiful place all in the name of the almighty dollar. Not
on my dime folks!!
I need to know what they are going to do with the funds before I
decide.
I oppose due to the quality of the work on sidewalks and timing of the
lights that has been done. If quality/timing can improve then I would
not oppose.
I prefer impact fees (ie developer should help offset road
improvements)
I think ACHD already wastes too much in tax payer dollars. Frankly I
think ACHD should be dismantled as the private sector can and should
be doing the work that ACHD does.
I think that spending is out of control. Needs to be reigned I before
asking for more. That is a massive increase to ask for. Make the rest of
that star pay also. Especially Canyon county. They live there to avoid
taxes.
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Line

ACHD Evaluation

Source

249

Bad to Awful

Online

250

Bad to Awful

Online

251

Bad to Awful

Online

252

Bad to Awful

Online

253

Bad to Awful

Online

254

Bad to Awful

Online

255

Bad to Awful

Online

256

Bad to Awful

Online

257

Bad to Awful

Online

258

Bad to Awful

Online

259

Bad to Awful

Online

260

Bad to Awful

Online

261

Bad to Awful

Online

262

Bad to Awful

Online

263

Bad to Awful

Online

264

Bad to Awful

Online

265

Bad to Awful

Online

266

Bad to Awful

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
I think the money should come from new development that is making
the biggest impact on our roads. Don’t punish the people that have
lived here for years and pay taxes and registration on their card
regularly.! Increase the fees that new development
I think we should be looking at increasing impact fees with the
developers versus having taxpayers pay this additional cost.
I understand the need for an increase, but that's too much at one time.
It would be more acceptable to residents if it were implemented
gradually with a smaller amount at one time.
I want more funding to go to public transportation and would rather
vote to increase that funding.
I want to understand how the funds are being used. If it goes to
chipsealing roads that don’t need it simply because the money must
be spent, forget it.
I will need see accountability of how those fees are being used
because I think you mostly pay salaries out of it. How about you put a
fee on developers to put in/expand all roads, curbs and sidewalks,
before the subdivisions approved? How about we get in front of the
growth and versus taxing our current citizens to fix roads. I support an
election to dissolve the ACHD and I have spoken with many residents
that are agreeing with me.
I won't support a tax increase. Stop building new roads & stop
approving development on congested roads. This will control growth
and enable ACHD to live within existing funding. ILO higher taxes
ACHD should charge developers higher impact fees to cover the full
impact costs on the entire road network. Charge developers even
more than full cost to enable ACHD to do more to improve
transportation in the county.
I would support the fee if more efforts were put into public
transportation meaning buses and establishment of light rail. Building
and expanding roadways without focusing on public transportation is a
recipe for failure.
Idaho transportation entities waste too much money as they are very
mismanaged
If we are experiencing lots of growth, then it's highly likely that you can
charge all of the new people the funding that you need....
Impact fees - developers pay for road widening/upgrades
Impact fees
Impact fees
Impact fees
Impact Fees
IMPACT FEES
IMPACT FEES
Impact fees for developers instead.
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Line

ACHD Evaluation

Source

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF

267

Bad to Awful

Online

IMPACT FEES FROM DEVELOPERS!!

268

Bad to Awful

Online

269

Bad to Awful

Online

270

Bad to Awful

Online

271

Bad to Awful

Online

272

Bad to Awful

Online

273

Bad to Awful

Online

274

Bad to Awful

Online

275

Bad to Awful

Online

276

Bad to Awful

Online

277

Bad to Awful

Online

278

Bad to Awful

Online

279

Bad to Awful

Online

280

Bad to Awful

Online

281

Bad to Awful

Online

282

Bad to Awful

Online

283

Bad to Awful

Online

284

Bad to Awful

Online

285

Bad to Awful

Online

286

Bad to Awful

Online

287

Bad to Awful

Online

288

Bad to Awful

Online

289

Bad to Awful

Online

290

Bad to Awful

Online

Impact fees should be the only fees raised - make growth pay for itself
IMPACT FEES!! Not only that, but have developers pay for it up front.
Planning is trying to fix problems instead of being pro-active. Build
many lanes to begin with!
impact fees. on developers. they drive the growth of the area, they
should have to pay for it
Impact tax on developers is a much more efficient way to raise money
in 2015 the legislature passed a $127Million, phased in, gas tax,
vehicle registration fee increase already. I'd like to see better use of
ACHD funds.
In order to make an educated vote I would like to see all options in
one place.
Increase taxes as opposed to adding fees
Is ACHD able to provide specific projects and associated costs which
will be paid for with the 75% increase ? If so, please provide some
detailed information.
Issues are related to new people moving here. Have them pay more.
It's bullshit I already pay taxes to an over bloated system that can't do
their job properly. The answer is not poring more money into an
inefficient system, the answer is fixing the system before you squeeze
your citizens for even more money.
It's time for cyclists to pay a share of the cost for all the improvements
you do to accommodate them
It's too much and I don't believe all the money the ACHD currently has
is managed correctly. Mismanagement of funds!!!
it should be based on driving, not a flat fee. tie it to fuel usage, so that
people that drive more, pay more, and people that drive less pay less.
It’s an increase, do your job with what you have before you come
asking for more.
its an increase
Let developers pay for new roads
looking at ACHD project priorities I believe ACHD is spending money
on many frivolous projects, therefore they have to much money now
and are not spending it wisely.
made developers pay higher user fees not users of the roads.
Manage the funds you have better
monies would be better spent on mass transit options. too many
people, too crowded, we are going to become Seattle if planning for
population growth is not addressed
Need to correct wasteful spending/budgeting first.
Needs to come from another source
New cars are more fuel efficient and cleaner. Old cars pollute more.
Tax what you want less of.
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291

Bad to Awful

Online

292

Bad to Awful

Online

293

Bad to Awful

Online

294

Bad to Awful

Online

295

Bad to Awful

Online

296

Bad to Awful

Online

297

Bad to Awful

Online

298

Bad to Awful

Online

299

Bad to Awful

Online

300

Bad to Awful

Online

301

Bad to Awful

Online

302

Bad to Awful

Online

303

Bad to Awful

Online

304

Bad to Awful

Online

305

Bad to Awful

Online

306

Bad to Awful

Online

307

Bad to Awful

Online

308

Bad to Awful

Online

309

Bad to Awful

Online

310

Bad to Awful

Online

311

Bad to Awful

Online

312

Bad to Awful

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
New developers need Impact fees…see waste like candles and
Diverter in Highlands.
Newcomers to this area and developers are causing infrastructure load
they're the ones that should be paying for this not the ones that
currently live here
No increase at all. With taxes and other fees, registration is more costly
every year.
No more taxes, let the developers pay for the increased need for
improvements
No need for increase. Just design and build roads that last and utilize
foresight in road usage before allowing more housing and business
expansion
No reason to increase it at all
Not enough information; is this an overall increase, or just a reallocation of the existing fee so that more goes to ACHD?
Not enough space to Specify
Not my fault builders have purchased all the farm land and plan to
build a lot of houses. We live in star because we love the small town
feeling....if I wanted to live in the big city shit hole I would move to
Boise! Thanks a lot star city council and others who have let this
bullshit happen!
older cars should pay more than new cars!!!! They cause environmental
damage and break down way more causing road issues - the price
should either be the same regardless of vehicle or older cars should
pay more. Stop punishing people who buy new safe reliable cars.
everyone pays the same, or older cars pay more - that is the most
equitable and just solution.
People who have lived in Boise for a long time should not be paying
for these costs. They should be paid by taxing newcomers and
developers.
Please let the people that drive growth pay for it: Impact fees!
Poor use of funds isn't a good justification to ask for more money.
Poorly thought out
prefer to use IMPACT FEES to fund new growth expenses
Prices keep getting higher and the roads stay the same bumpy,
cracked mess.
Raise other tax, impact fees
Raising these fees puts the burden on all residents rather than those
who benefit from development ... like the developers and new
residents.
Reason
Replace these fees with a gasoline tax.
Retired, fixed income
Should be a direct user tax on gasoline.
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ACHD Evaluation
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313

Bad to Awful

Online

should be funded by IMPACT FEES

314

Bad to Awful

Online

315

Bad to Awful

Online

316

Bad to Awful

Online

317

Bad to Awful

Online

318

Bad to Awful

Online

319

Bad to Awful

Online

320

Bad to Awful

Online

321

Bad to Awful

Online

322

Bad to Awful

Online

323

Bad to Awful

Online

324

Bad to Awful

Online

325

Bad to Awful

Online

326

Bad to Awful

Online

327

Bad to Awful

Online

328

Bad to Awful

Online

329

Bad to Awful

Online

330

Bad to Awful

Online

331

Bad to Awful

Online

Should be higher on new cars and less on old cars.
So much growth, developers need to fund the cost of new roads and
improvements.
So we have more people moving in who also are paying fees, why do
we need to raise them?
Subdivision development and home builders are getting rich off the
housing boom at everyone else's expense
Take your 3%
Tax developers
Tax new registrations from out of state. They are moving here, they
should pay for the increase.
Taxation is theft! The vehicle had already been taxed at the time of
purchase! Retaxing it every year is pure theft. The threat of jail of you
don't makes it extortion!
The cost of growth should be put on those who are coming to the area
and not those who have already been here.
The developers should give the funding for roads and sidewalks. If
they want to bring in thousands of people and make their money, they
need to fund the roads, sidewalks, lights, sewers
The expansion of the roads should be on the backs of the developers,
and thus be passed on to people moving here from out of state!
The increased costs related to growth should be passed on to
DEVELOPERS and NEW RESIDENTS not existing citizens/taxpayers!!
The needed funds need to be captured from the developers and new
residents through impact fees or through higher property taxes for
non-resident owned investment properties, or for homebuyers from
out of state. It is unfair for local residents to have to shoulder the costs
of these issues caused by growth driven by developers and new
residents.
The people moving in should shoulder more of the burden
The taxpayers are not responsible for the surge in growth in Idaho!!
Why should they be held responsible for having to pay increased
vehicle registration fees ? Let those who are moving into Idaho from
other states be the ones to finance any necessary road expansions and
/or repairs!!!
There are more cars in the area than 10 years ago that increased the
funding available. It didn't need to be spent on the yellow bump plates
at each intersection. Total waste.
There should only be an increase on new vehicles or a third bracket for
even older vehicles. I drive a 1999 and I shouldn’t have tigace the
same increase as someone in a 2011.
This is disguised, the county doesn't get the full assessment...so, rather
than a 40 dollar fee, you're advocating increasing fees from 200 to 250
dollars. Before any other increases.
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332

Bad to Awful

Online

333

Bad to Awful

Online

334

Bad to Awful

Online

335

Bad to Awful

Online

336

Bad to Awful

Online

337

Bad to Awful

Online

338

Bad to Awful

Online

339

Bad to Awful

Online

340

Bad to Awful

Online

341

Bad to Awful

Online

342

Bad to Awful

Online

343

Bad to Awful

Online

344

Bad to Awful

Online

345

Bad to Awful

Online

346

Bad to Awful

Online

347

Bad to Awful

Online

348

Bad to Awful

Online

349

Bad to Awful

Online

Reason for Opposing $70 VRF
This service should be a responsibility of government ~ not based on
vehicle age!
Too hard on low income families. Blanket fees harm the poor more
than the affluent.
Too much based on the poor use of funds already received. There is
not much 'bang for the buck,' and too many projects we don't agree
with are funded while other needs are ignored. (I know - can't please
all the people all the time...)
too much, but also fee not tied to usage. person who drives 2 miles
per week vs commuter driving 100+ miles per week pay the same --not
right!
Unfair to the rest of the State, Developers need to help with costs!
Use Development Fees
Waste of my money
Wasted resources (I.E. bike lanes) have already siphoned more
resources and tax dollars than necessary! The frivolous spending of this
state needs to stop!
We have growth. More people means more funding from them that
wasn’t there. Score. Don’t need an increase
We need to tax the developers who are making these transportation
problems happen and not forcing the people already living here to pay
for the IMPACT to our systems that THEY are creating.
We pay plenty of taxes. Re budget and make it work as is. Looks like
some higher up government workers can’t live in the top 2%
We should not be charged at all - make developers of all new
buildings and infrastructure pay for it and put it in.
why do I have to pay for other people moving here from California and
other states, let them pay for the increase as well as impact fees to
developers.
why increase it if you are registering more cars there is your money
With the amount of people moving to the valley, that should be more
than enough to support your projects. You need to cut back.
You are inept and ineffective with our tax money. you should be
dissolved to allow the city of Boise to take care of our own.
You have the money, just spend it more wisely.
You waste money by building giant roads in west Ada County instead
of investing in sustainable solutions like public transit.
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